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In Our 99th Year

Carter Visits

_

e trit

Mt.Of

•

La riaffigOMAHA BEAC1A i„FraiteePresident Carter joined the president of
France today at this World War II
beachhead and, surrounded by stark
white markers over American graves,
vowed that "Europe's freedom will
never again be endangered."

,

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Monthly
monthly rates will increase from $8.70
telephone rates will increase this month to $8.23, Mrs. Beard said. for South Central Bell Telephone Co.
The order represents an across-thecustomers in 79 Kentucky counties, as a
board increase for residential and
result of an order by the state.Public
business customers of about 19 percent,
Service Commission.
Mrs. Beard said.
•-•
The eSC Wednesday granted a $19.8
South Central Bell serves about
onlljon.animal rate increase to Re11,
:
700,01:10stomersi#Kentuck
at.--_
_
_
.
7,s1
-a
- Ailibig by; tvint1iidoltliV3,(11Parir6
Mrs. Beard, who intervened in the
original $54.3 million request.
rate case on behalf of Kentucky con- The PSC also left unchanged the 10
sumers, said she was pleased with the
cent charge for local calls on pay
outcome.
telephones. Bell had sought to increase
Sbef-said the Consumer Protection
the charge to 25 cents.
The lder means kasic resident41 Division feels the utility is entitled to
-service-trtouliville will increase from -thlvaalcreasetoeffset isiag*ostsand to
upgrade service.
• $9.01 t.$1O.75, a month, said Glenda
• Beard, a lawyer With the attorney
The $19.8 million increaseln" eludes a
- general's Consumer Protection 15 million allocation for construction.
Division.
The money is to be used solely to
upgrade service and to eliminate eightUnder-the;new schedules, Murray
party and fourparty lines, she said. The
rates are increased from -$6-60 for
PSC has stipulated that the company
private, residential phones, to $7.99,
must file detailed monthly reports on
according to locafinanager Wafford
cons
expenes beginning im.Sautel. Base business rates go from
rnediately, as a way of monitoring uses
$16.42 to120.
of.therevenues....
Rates would have increased to $14.36
nye,y
theywca
s
Itti
hin_pa
ns
4rill't doeanyetom
:.:en.tsion
g th
di`sa
foftriuisville residential customers if
want with it," Mrs. Beard said.
Bell had been granted the increase it
"Customer complaints to the comwanted. •
mission clearly indicate a -growing
In Owensboro; monthly rates Will rise
th
from $7.11 to $8.43, and in Bowling
inability to provide the type and grade
Green and Paducah, the 87 rates will
of service desired by customers on a
also jump .to $8.43. In Frankfort,
timely basis," the PSC said in its order.

"It is obvious that these service
deficiencies must be corrected at the
earliest practicable time."
. The PSC said the service defects
appeared to be directly related to the
, high cost of construction.
The order eliminates all concessions
ja.cbaritabl_institutions or anyone else
fort**rpm*of rate making.
Mrs: Beard said she sees that as a
-major victory for consumers,since Bell
customers were paying $81,000 a mouth
to, in effect, subsidize reduced rates for
charities, telephone company employees and others:-

At a simple, moving ceremony at an
American military cemetery dap the
windswept Cliff overtaokins XIMaha Beach, Carter and French President _
Valery Giscara d'Estaing Pat* ,
almost identical) wreaths at it1W01111,
memorial to the Americans wtio Media
the liberation of Europe from Nazi Me.
Czadial d'Estaing tolfl
Wilma.
chilled -gathering: "All this France-- ,,Lemetibers. She expresses
lratitude for all those who fell for her'
r ••
freedom, to their families and to all
thar Mende."

Slide Jobless
Rate is Up;

Carter aind the French leader, who
flew to Normandy from Paris aboard
separate- helicopters, stoodaide by side
during a prayer for the 9,386 Americans
buried near the beach where many of
m Yetr during the D-Day allied
lanclings
--alune 6 1944.

:county At 4.2

•
FRANKFORT.. Ky.-Kentucky's
unemployment rose slightly during
November according to figures
At one point, the American president
released today by the Department for
bowed his head and passed a hai4
Human Resources: he November
across his eyes. The taller Giscard
figure of 4.5 percent represents an
d'Estaing • stood ramrod sp-aight,
increase of two-tenths of a perceht from
CETING READY - Murray High Principal Roe" Weatherly steps out of
lookingstraight
ahead.
percent.
October-rate of 4.3
charade,somewhat when he is caught helping Murray High Band member
remarks at the cemetery,
Calloway County's jobless rite
Randy Wilson prepare for the Orange Bowe'Parade in Miami, Fla., last -a•-• - Carter-tided
that 90,000 American
stands at 4.2 percent, according to the
weekend by touching up Wilson's shoes. The.parade brought to a close a
servicemen from two world wars lie in
recentfigures.
_.
banner year for The 190-member band. Today The Murray ledger & Times
European graves and that 200,000
-.Robert. MacDonald, thief • labor
publishes a special two page section highlighting the band's trip to the
-unfformed Americans now...se-rye in
analyst for the state said, "UnemOrange Bowl, pages 8 and 9.
pis/meld in the WestertiKentucky area
- "We araetinnInwttiiali1i
_
07--f
.5 mak Schwab
totaled 11,944 in November, 4.6 percent
here that Europe's freedom will never
1ablErete This remesents an
--•
again
be endangered," he declared.
- -Current New Rate
Old Rate
addition:11 1,014 _persons were unemRanting to more than two centurtea
.
Residential
" $7.99
0.60
of French-American , partnership,
Iwo Party ,
419.Yed 4,Ot
81.40
daring liatIt-Ta the American
percent over the October figure."
Business
$16.42
Revolution, Carter -told his French
Marshall County had the highest rite
Bus., Two Party
$15.00
$12.32
audience:
_in the state whith 12.2 'percent
umemployed while-tisgaril County had'- In order to permit
BENTON
perifift reiiCtieWerr&Vie poVCino-the
the contractor in
- -"We're 'proud -criihei -we'Ye.:ifOriec;
the lowest rate at 2.7 percent.
Residential
$6.31
charge of construction of the new
buildings.
together..We're sure our friendship will
show
November
ffir
figures
----National
Two Party --$4.73
0.64
central heating and cooling plant at
Because of the semester break, no
be everlasting::
a total of 6.4 percent unemployed in the
Business
$15.44-Murray State Naixersity to complete
students
are on the campus at this time,
Brought bf bukfrom Germanyfor the
nation.
.
Bus., Two Party
$11.56
$13.81
electrical connections in a new subGray noted, and all administrative and
occasion were troops of the U.S. First
craves County recorded-6.8 percent station, all. building,'
oa_the main
staff personnel will atotbe required to
Infantry Division that lost 2.000 menAl
unemployment, - -while McCracken campus
MAYFIELD
will be -without electrical power
report for work during the power.inOmaha Beach on D-Day.
County
jobless
4.3
.
percent
had
rate.
a
$7.75
R-Paideatial
and closed Friday.lan-11
_
terniption,
which,
he
said,
is
part
of
the
Representatives of the French-armed
County4tiercen
f -According to Dr.
.
'15:112'
TwoParty Richard Gray, vice
normal procedure required for dull a
forces joined -them, as did some
unemployment
Lyon,
3.1
rate,
percent
$19.18
'Badness president for administrative services... project.
American Legion members, survivors
'unemployment,and Trigg County had a it is expected that eight hours
$14.39
Bus.,Two Party
begin
of the wartime French resistance
4.5 percent jobless rate, according to . fling at 7:30 a.m. Friday, will be
Power will be restored to the
needed ,
movement and a French military band.
1_ the recent
Monthly base rate effective Tuesday.
buildings late Friday.
to enmploe the raamisatioas and to
_ figures.
After a walked -veldt Giscard to the"-edge of the cliff for a view of the beach
at- -the----frid of the ceremony, the
• presidential party went-en-io-Bayeint.
Ahe-first French town liberated, a day _
after the D-Day landing.
Addressing a group of FrancoAmerican organizations Wednesday .
night, the American president said theprehensive Care argI the SPecial_
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API- The
tivity Wednesday ía chosptive, ac- space" without further requests from
Both housesadjourned early to allow
wartime beachheads along the English
Sabcomtnittee _ on- quahsatiun Of 4a-tvialiagtu Ftichardwon.
wheels Of the-197 Kentucky Legislature
tha-General Assembly.
lawmaker5 tr-attend another seriestit
Chain*?"retilnd us
-lit-~cost our
shifted into high gear today after
Retirenient. Benefits have not finished
"Bill action is not the only measure of
receptions in the capital, including one
liberties have been purchased, and
legislature
entitled
'Bruce said the
is
their work and are under .the gun to
lawmakers spent the first full day of
activity," said Richardson;D-Glasgow.
at the Holiday Inn hosted by Louisville
whet a precious heritage has been left
"to the office space of an equal partner
issue recommendations before the
business catching their breath from a
"But the pace will pick up soon and the
Mayor William Stansbury and Jeffor us to defend."
government."
in
legislature gets much more involved in
flurry of activity.
pace will be fast."
ferson County Judge Mitch McConnell.
Carter urged- "a new agenda for
lawmaking.
House Majority Leader Bobby
Most of the activity Wednesday;took
democracy" - to make -democratic
Lobbyists
were to continue adding
Richardson scheduled a 9 a.m. news
place _in committee meetings. Three
governments responsible to their
names to the growing list on file in the
bills were reported favorably out of
conference this morning to announce
citizens, to promote prosperity without
attorney
general's
office.
At the close of
Senate committees while House panels
new administration-backed legislation.
'inflation, to provide for mutual
business Wednesday, more than 120
Richardson also was expected to
approved 10 bills.
security, to support -the European
lobbyists had registered.
discuss his role as Gov. Julian Carroll's
Technically, those-bills could come
Community, and to„engage-in conThe House and Senate are scheduled
up for a floor vote Friday because a
conduit in the lower chamber.
structive cooperation with developing
to convene at 2 p.m.
Meantime, eight legislative comthree-day posting requIreMent for pilenations.
Both chambers held brief sessions
filed bills has been waived.
mittees were scheduled to meet today
Wednesday for the introduction of 23
and two special panels were to try to
Rut leaders in both houses say floor
LONDON (AP)- The--value'of the
Washington's intervention was delayed
more bills to be added to the 193 bills
wrap up business left over from the
action on the bills this week is unlikely. dollar soared on European exchanges
until after the European -markets
submitted Tuesday.
legislative interim.
today after the U.S. government anclosed, the New York market was still
But the seemingly slow pate of ac- . The posting requirement was waived
The Special Task Force' on Comfor expediency but will not be used to
nounced its biggest move since 1973 to
open, and the value of the dollar
railroad bills, they add.
rescue_the- American currency from
jumped much as it did today in Europe.
"Frankly, I doubt if we will see
record lOws on foreign exchange
Treasury Departinent officials called it
anYthiiig voted on Friday," said Senate
markets:
an unusual and dramatic recovery.
• A Pap Smear Clinic for women will be
President Pro Tem Joe Prather, D- •The dollar rose in London,Vrankfurt..
The administration's action was to
held Monday, Jan. 9, at 1:00 p fr. at.the
Ovine Grove."That could require some
4urich, Paris and Milani in the first' make an undisclosed sum of money
Calloway County Health Center,
fancy footwork.I anticipate floor action
trading on European exchanges after
available from its $4.7 billion Exchange
R. L. Cooper, administrator of the
on the bills the first part of next week.
the Treasury Department and the
Stabilization Fund to buy U.S. currency
center, said women should call the
Federal Reserve announced Wedand prop up the value of the dollar.
center at 753-3381 for an appointment
"We need to work as fast as we can,
nesday afternoon they would buy
but we also need to do it in an orderly
dollars "to check speculation and refashion," Prather added."We want an
establish order in the foreign markets."
WASHINGTON (AP)-A spokesman
-The monthly car -allowance goes
One Section-16 Pages
even flow."
.
The British pound opened in London
for the Kentucky Democratic Party has
not -to Hunt but to a Danville bank
Richardson
said
at al„&_aloieu from $1.9590 late Weddefended the spending of party funds in
Tommittee.
through _which, Templeman naguined,
The Ohio Valley Conference cage season opens
- men probably
not take much adnesday. On the continental exchanges,
the Wilke of criticism by Rep. Carroll
Hunt finances his cars.
Saturday.
In today's sports section, complete MS1J
vantage
of
the
-lifting
the
of the posting
dollar at the start of trading bought
Hubbard,D-Ky.
'
s -The country club. is one the few
statistics appear and sports editor Mike Brandon in hit
requirement to avoid the appearance of
2.1460 West German marks, up from
Mike Templeman, chief assistant to
placei in Frankfort suitable for taking
.-- "Firing Line" column gives his predicted order of finishramrodding.
t
2.0T3; 2.05 Swiss francs, up from 1.9375;
Democratic Party Chairman Howard
visitors to lunch.
for the season. Alto two persons argue the•merits of
"Most of them feel it is necessary to
4.735 French francs, up from 4.62, and
Hunt, said Wednesday that the
-The $700 worth of food was purrevenue sharing in today's opinion section.,
give a bill enough time so the citizienry
874 lire, up from 861.40
expenditures were for legitimate party
chased for a party reception and for the
‘
0%.a
d nw•
has
an
opportunity to cremate it,"
The price of gold bullion fell sharply
needs. Earlier, Hubbard contended that
annual Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner.
Richardson
said.
in
"I've
doubts
dollar's
got
some of the spending "at times has a
my
London
in
the
reaction
to
-The "VIP gifts" actually included
we'll be voting on any bills this week."
improvement. Gold was quoted at
stinking odor."
prizes for local fundraising campaigns
raitpii_ng
o oftin
Classifieds
Meantime, the House heard a mild
,
13, 14, 15
$165375 an ounce compared with
Hubbard questioned accounting
and flowers sent to ill or deceased party
.__
Crossword
protest
stemming
from the continuing
13
items showing party expenditures for
Wednesday's closing price of S171.125
Chancejowl't _.And
members. Templeman said that the
Cdmiet
• --'- -7...13=•an apartment in Frankfort, a car
Most dealers were cautious, however.
;Friday. Lows tcnitghtlithe low to
"VIP" heading was the closest- struggle between the legislature and
the executive branch for office space.
_
Some.warned that the sharp reaction
.."..
ribd 303. Highs Friday in the 40s • Dear Abby
allowance! for Hunt, membership in the
A
category for filing such expenses in
Rep. James Bruce, D-Hopkinslile,
Deaths Si Funeral; ,
16
to low 50s. Wards. light -southerly
Frankfort Country Club, food and VIP
might be temporary and said that the
accordance with federal reporting
told his colleagues he was accepting
Garrott's Galley
tonight. Rain ctances 20 percent
gifts, and payments for air tranunderlying causes of the dollar's.
regulatioos.
•
Horoscope -.
tonight and Friday.
sportation.
. ...3
-The air transportation expenses :pew bffice space in the capitol annei- • difficulties Temain unsolved. '
.
Cloudy, windy and warm on ,• Let's Stay Well
In response to Hubbard's charges.
Most big London banks were timiting
2
included trips by Hunt and Democratic , basement "in a spirit of protest.
"I urge r the House 16.5dership .to
Saturday A chance of rain on , Local Scene
ollar transactions to:a million cloliaF4
Templeman said that:
National Cbmmitteewoman ,Alice
contiaue VArkiiig to provide every
7,70titiaar
whereas they artifi run iv'telis Of
-The apartment is maintained so
McDonald to Washington to attend
leaf-stator with office. space," Brui
Mbnday.
. Worts* •
•
that a visiting party official can be
millions.
. ,7
Democratic National Committee
41.111ht
assuredOf a place to stay in Frankfort.
Although. the announcement of
functions.
• said. "I urge the governor to volunteer

MSU To Shut OffPower

General Assembly Moves Into High Gear

Legislative Committees S edule Meetings Today

U.S. Dollar Soars On
European Markets

Pap Smear

Clinitget

Party OfficialAnswers
- Hubbarcritharges

inside today

a

todays-index

continuing
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Tegrn.ogers And Sex

_
Murray FBLAChapter Meets

IL

.,
- -4; Mrs. -IL B. -writes for • nroach in discussing • sex and the associated responbeing compiled and duplicated
The murray Vocational
7auggestions to help her talk .with your daughter,. and sibilities. It reaches its
by the students and the money
Center FBLA Chapter met at
, ..to her l&-yeapold daughter
you should suggest that she highest meaning when it is
will be used to buy gifts for a
the school with Debra Tucker,
'about sex. Her daughter- .be honest with herself and combined -.with- a mature
needy family.
lias mentioned that others
president, presiding. Tanya
her friends,
.•
and healthy love and, ap•
Members also voted that to
'Of her own age are placing'Cooper, vice-president, ap'
'- -Peer firesstireis a strong unqualified refpect.!
.95 her
$50 to the Lions Club
spend
---peessure on her for -not-----infhience"--and-always-hfir-pointed committees for the
-r••-••
Telethon in Paducah.
Aa.412
'
tin y
that she may become a
and lives her life in ready. _ is doneApr. physical rea--The Pennant and Fund
chapter in a game. Winners
7--Aseablan
-latififShidoes not • reSponse to Pressure-from-'Senn:Sex- ma*
Raising
source-7
Committees reported -receiving prizes were Denise
- have sex with a male while
her associates, she can be of Major emotional'stres,s
that both committees are
Ginger Black,__
• he-is
young. The mother
confused sind•'tirtha
•erkplimoing projectsfind dnirtg __Steel,
when -done' e r
•
swift Tartd st.le
•iii. •
..--- soitt3:s. zlinsr-abauteut .----iNet-s--o
M
-- her-Wore a- person is- able to
- The winkle orThe &Aretraceptive ad ice?"
.
estly telling, her friends handle the responsibility.,
The
chap
ter
voted, to sell
A: Congrattjlations on
,sale dr:twit:ir g was Ginger
that she is not ready - to Sex is also
potential
cookbooks /or -sevettty7five ---i.
having such a close rela'slack, who received a box of
have sex? Tell her that soprce olvenereal disease. •
NORTH STUDENTS-Students at North Calloway Elementary
vents. These cookbooks*
.a5e.„__Isokieslie
School who participated
inn't - RIandkiLwith -your diugh- ten.Sgy frip-nriu)
_
Sexual-preferenee-ituati-'
hi the Read-A-Thon for the benefit of the Kentuelty
Association for Retarded Citizens,
-- ter that she leelS- mat- She
ways-know what is best:. ' ally determined Wrryotmg sponsored locally by the
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club, were, left to right,
Carl talk to you about sex.
Help your daughter to age - such as by-the third back row, Marcia
Ford Ronnie Burkeen, Jill Barnes,Johnna Jones, Billy Raryell,
Honesty is the best opsee -the real purpose of sex- year. Fear of your daughMichelle
_Ford, second row,' Corey Wells, Tracy Paschall, Lori Jones,
.
Brenda Sanders, Danner
.
_ter becoming a lesbian Parker,Timmy Bray,front
row, Kenneth Bazzell, Jeanne Rule, Lori Parker,Jeffrey Smith,
later if she doesn't soon tuid John Lovins.,Not
_
pictur' ed is 1,411Fetuine Thornton. a. ",
--; =num set with t-maW-ja
unfounded nonsense.. - •
Judging from your let---terff, your-daughter a ppral
. to be altogether normal,
and
—
•—eenfids0 in-you
. can mike belp-ful suoges-hods -in_ nuch important*Assorted ded-sions. - Encore Enmement!
Items
-- Gift
-= - --As- tar as 'contraceptive
"You Light Up My Life"(PG)
• _advice, I think' that it is
*Assorted
always
wise
that
young
China& Pottery
_ _ peeplele.44iven such.infordrt
- -*AltShmating. -It gives them inWell, Christmas is past, but learn in this great world of •
Dresses
sight and can be useful
and will give fruit for jellies
thank
goodness not over. For ours.
-- throughout their activ( sex
in addition to the wealth of
As
to
the
matter
of
flowers,
*All Pant Suits
the delights and thrills and
life
blossoms.
I
am
going
to
plant
one thing
love that is all part of this
*All Jumpsuits
But alliihis takes planning,.
have never planted efore- I
particular season will remain
.and what better time to plan
know
..don't
what
be.
but
luitIvus-folitt-kmg *_titneltis-a - than the cold days of January'
pity that it cannot stay the catalogues are comtnglifand February. Since we can't
every
day
and
there
are
so
throughout the whole year,
work with our hands during
many
plants
I
have
never
but being the humans tat we
time, we can work with
that
grown.,So
now
is my chance
fit will evaporate
our minds and ideas. Then ,641N.Central CU- '
to
see
what
I
can
do
with
one
after awhile. But now we
-CLOSE ENCOUArr
when planting time comes,
have the New Year to look of the unknowns.
It
Of THE THIRD KIND
ready
set
to
and
be
all
will
we
Start
planning now for the
•
forward to a'nd to enjoy.
'NO PASSES OW BARGAIN 1111T
[I_
ig
work.
to
really
go
gaNE LONGEST -rELEeliorlE
There is something in- sort-of-garden you would like
CAt.l. WAS &APE BETWEEN
Meanwhile, take care- of
to
have.
Get
your
seed
early
$4.4A 41) FRATEiz wry -Ai4otriguing about the New Year. while there
, KAPPA DECIA So.BTY AT
is still a choice your Zoinsettias. They have
We (eel as if we had another
MOREMEAD TATE COI.1a,
Do.T
than
:
seem
tiithebetsoo
been
more
lo
and
see
what
you can do to even
ACEMTUCKY, 41 4974...11' 4,414,Z60
chance to make things right
me. DON'T
it
have
yard
It+ taints!
41
your
own,
one
and start out with -a great
that expresses your own over water them. Give them a
flourish But one by one Our
. personality, be it formal or good drink, then let _them
good thbhglits get lost-b-Y the
feels
casual.
wayside and we become the
- How about a flower bed in They should last, intosame old hum-drum 'people.
February before dropping
shales - of One color with
Let's make one resolution
•
tl3
.eir.petals, Then will be time
plenty
of
white
for
accent?.
this year,Aus& to take each
T1iZfyitt
Mon.-Sot.
ebotypt ha begin plans to keep
llow about some new. difcomes
make
day
as
of
and
it
it
Refuntb,
43E
ferent
greenery
-for. them through the summer.
- LEPINONE commuNicAriow
the best we can, regardless of
04 GROWING. FIE 1.r) IS
.71oz-happy and prosperous
_
haekgtound,
or
a
new
what comes or what happens.
11WOlZTANT 172 THE U.b. ARMY
New Year to all of *du
flowering tree? The flowereng
WHERE eAI,JN( I AvAii-ABL.E._
There
so
much
to
enjoy
and
foie -THOBE--WHa--GONAt4PF,
eyel)avbei‘e.
crab
trees
are
so
beautitui
•

_nLaacuakr..lakt.-0—Agen.:A.the,dzifts,aasiut.:—:sikr-

_es*•iritite:%•
•4,*so•

own the

tonite's movies

Grace's Thom McAn Is Having A gale!!!
Selected Men's Shoes

25% eff

/Handbags

NOW

WAS

Selected

25%

$2849

on

$17"
$2799 $N9
PLUS MANY MORE!
NOW

‘.0tass. ,seNt_
A../,%

$43

-_

!lot
Nit
tto
am
Huffy. *$4:1
vel•412a1

While
mcrtr
ggia-gggg

'1979
$2519
$2639
$29307,

she
Childn
yes
-

Is Good! "r°4$8
"
es—R.
11::,
sun. _ 1:00-5:00

'"
1
.

00~40....e.
.111111111.P4
.

1..11,1.4.11.1111JES

.

-am.,

•
7'I
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Your Individual
Horoscope

1-

ILLANOVA BOY
A baby boy,.charles Dajiel .
was born' to Mr. and Mrs.
Framer&
Orazio Villanova of 810 North
FOILIERIDAY, JANUARY s,1$
lath Street -Murray, on
which may appear.
tivities. Make no drastie Sunday, December 24, at 6:13
What kind of • day will
changes arbitrarily, and be
tomorrow be? To find out what G1
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Pli
rrespecially careful about detaiLs.
the stars say, read the forecast ( May 22 to June 21)
County Hospital. The baby
Rationalize, think things out
There's a tendency to let the
given for your birth Sign.
weighing six pounds -SWio
pogiczlIty before making
mind wander when it shouldn't.
-ounces and Measured AM' ARIES.
moves.
Your
seeking,
PISCdr
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gr
X
searching mind will permit you
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Sturdy effort will see you
to
see
the
essentials
and
new
especially
They have one daughter, through this day of mostly
Travel under
opportunities.
beneficent influences. In fact,
Ann Marie, age ten. The variable influences. Some hours
CANCER
some exciting circumstances
father. ig • employed as a will be really "tricky.- All -_ (June 22 to July Z3) 4
,07: attending a short trip. should
challenges
shbuld
Prove lur
'salesman at Murray- Datsun.
an appetite for hard work and
give you a big lift.
ok•,
— 110-aiogg--o-F
--"
--1CraTeirkranaparents are tirealing,.nummserip-w,
t-iiraeyTAURUS
you break ttrough seemingly
Mr. and Mrs.Marla(Chuck) ( Apr. 21 to May 31) tiiir
impregnable barriers. Reap. , you BORN .TODAY..are a
Shuffett of Murrei. Paternal
Be guided bT lOgic
"
r 11
. highly enthusiastic individual,
harvests happilY• .
grandparents
ta.man
tLat
aild period& Give anxiety no
LEI
)
but profoundly realistic in
'
Be.1110:174....".ea*
tjub. 24 to-performance, You are prc<vre
•
wit
h-Ao
me
minor
obstacles
1
:=
1
11
,,N. J.
tical, meticulous in handling
inborn
Curb
your
details; will carry out inaggressiveness now. You can
structions to the letter. Though
attain your objectives, even
you do not always reveal your
"impossible" ones, by using
feeling's, you are fond of pornp----, subtle tactics.
and honor which, if you will -•
VIRGO
NPI•J%
consider carefully, you will find:
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23,j
mean very little in the long run.
As with Gemini, serious
Actually, your greatest hapthoughts should precede serious
piness comes from the doing.
steps. Don't let superficial
attractiveness blind you to
flaws at .the- core of
proposition,. •
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to oct-iny
Don't be ItItouraged if your
-----:.- ifforta seem unappreciated.
draw attention to them,
-hut in a subtle Manner. •
SCORPIO
. ,((ct. 24 to Nov. t2)
Choice
Rule out extremes and risky
Rolls, Slaw
chance-taking. It is sometimes
difficult for a native of Scorpio
--!-to stress conservatism, but- Wsa MUST during this somewhat
E'Very
- tue
-iday Th.IV Friday
misleading period.

n

er _
of

FIRST DISCOUNT CARD - At Pinter, standing
lgbf retieives the first discount card for 1971flor the Senior
Citizens, Cal-ds are available at 203 South Fifth Street,
Murray, Murrav-Calloway County Senior Citizens office.
Seated is Rita Darnell, secretary at the Senior Citizens office, and standing next to Mr. Parker is Alan Blausisils„
Senior Citizens director,

The Rho Mapter of Alpha Provide some personal toilet
Delta Kappa celebrated the articles for patients at a
holiday seasOn in the lovely nursing or rest home_
Following the business
home of June W. Smith of 1709
West Olive Street on Dec. 19. meeting, Alberta Korb gave
The decorations created an each member an attractive
atmosphere for good cheer booklet of contests. Winners of
the contests were Sue Adams
and fun
Joanna Sykes, president', and Clinton Rowlett. Coffee
presided, and Agnes McDaniel. and spiced tee with seasonal._
goodies were served.
gave the devotion.
The Altrustic Committee hostecsPs were Linda Feltner
chairman, Betty
Riley, and June W. Smith.
Thanked the chapter-Members for the donations of rriagasihesfor the hospital, and expressed
her appreciation for the
demonstration shown by the
large number of gifts brought
for boys and girls. These gifts
will be given to Dorothy
Nanney to distribute through The classification of plants
and animals that is the basis
the Department of Human. of the modern system was deResources. The Altrustic vised by 18th century Swedish
Project for ..laniaarY is
.
.to no.kassiit C.arolus Linnaeus.-

JLEI

i
Ira&

'"

Open Friday
—1118:30

-.--;i-----of Potato,

I

JANUARY

70-.
r
af

Dutfng January 1978

)1/kV
An excellent day for dealing
with superiors, for making
therri. aware- of your ultimate
goals and expressing your willingness to take on more
responsibilities.
CAPRICORN
Apr t
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Take a second look before
accepting new ideas or unusual
propositions. Don't waste time
and energy pursuing a will o'
the wisp. Be especially careful
r about financial involvements.
AQUARIUS.
•
(Jan. 21 j.o Feb, 19) '`"--;-_CAblk
-----Ciwc-needed in routine se•

--_Sove on o lot assortment of 0..n4az and m,ssk.
tosnion colors'
-sportswear in

Junior, missy and half-size dress fashions in
Really save'

ofspecial Group

your favorite styles-and colors

LEATHER
COATS
PEG 140 00 -17500

f

2220°

_3
tr.

_
stock of
Save ,ke rkeviritoeots
leathers, leather-look. fabrics. suecleiffake-furs.
II-netted-or unomoned in pant coarlind dress lengths
The lorgesistollechon of coats in Western Kentucky
•
OUI entire

Famous-name styles. Save'
,o.k and fabr.cs
Save on leathers,
CO!Ors to match that fo,-,r-m-usof,t1

Shoe Sale

Sale of.
SWEATERS:
VALUEST 28.00

UP TO

1/3 OFF

Our once-a-year
special sale of

• Hundreds of beautifu14.3.----.rs ot a super so,
ings to you Assorted s'. .ndcoiors

Famous-Name
Famous-nor-Pc styles!

LINGERIE
REG. 2.50 to 40.00

I
,t
Wonted styles
Playtex, Gossord 1--•
soye they wok ,
,n911
-

a

-11.11.11111-1.111111"..." .
•-r.nat

l'nfcwr", Fernfl'i
HUrry
and
arffi1 super sov-

' 5°49(1100g and *on gowns, robes and oolothos Also 'CLOS,,
slips tkilf-slopsilittels and biLnis in a fine size.and
'*color seiiii,oh.This is the sole lyou've been waiting for

-

-

-

.se
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rBy Abigail Van Buren

Parents Upset
40rYear-Olds
DEAR ABBY: My parents just left after spending a
----twitiNewk vacation in'bur huifte and it was a nightmare!
-7----cturateits-children waraxisary sweetantiresptethiLABIL
_mx husband was es patient as a sainti4sut-it put a thrrible
nervous strain on all of us.
*pewfifolDR,-110W-eett-iyet;rtjey
-d-tel_IYou to leb--±epaversation, read your personal- meilikri
yo
-iulticts- alone when-youcorrect them?
They told us we were ''crazy" in front of our children,
criticized the way we did -everything, and treated my
husband and me as_ though_ we wow 10 years old! (My
--husband is
The last'di& of their stay, fstood up to them and told
them how I felt. I wasn't disrespectful,! simply told-them
that my husband and I were adults and wanted to be
treated as adults,
Now I feet- guilty-_-baeeatis'e / realise that thoy.tire
getting on:in Ants; and perhapg-I should -13m'kePt111
,
1 -mouth,uhut.
. So what rio I want- from rill? A kind word and' a
. - comforting pat on the head to ease my guilt.
DAUGHTER
—DEAR- trAtiGrrrrit:- -Some *trellis -regard their
. no matter how
• children (even grown ones) as "children'
old and mature they are. But parenthood doesn't
automaticitlly entitle,parents to belittle their children or
abuse their hospitality. If you weren't disrespectful, you
were justified in speaking up.

.DEAR SAN: He's both presumptuous ancidbolish. A good
rule to follow: Don't send reading matter of a controversial
nature (religious or political) to anyone unless you're sure
that he is sufficiently open-minded to welcome it. (p.S. If
.we read-only one side-of a contgoveraial issue, we never
learn anything.) - DEAR ABBY:-Christnias morning- my husband and I
hid a serious falling ont. Before Christmas we agreed not
-tide we are on a
to spend more than $25-on each other-bee:a
tight- budget and that's all we could -afford. •
Well, I ended up spending 631 on him ;because 1 honestly
"eoUTde'dhWtMn thcugh-he Wke..I 'sea,
t'iièeed'-111th Tlieedid
Irought ,ifie a 7S50purhWh
- another- head.
,
Vraa
.couz
iiraur how nmdhe pus
-and took it back. He Was very hurt and said I was cruel and
I feel so bad-about
ungrateful. Dó you think -I was,Ab
-thewole
'
.. •
TEARt
S„

iltiMINESSIBEIBLEIBIESIELREINEE

-

Through

ton.

NIF

DEAR.-ABBY: ForChristmas._ I._ received __-8--"Sift,`
' subscription for a magazine that rconsider to' be
completely incompatible with my religious and political
philosophy. I would never buy it myself, and don't even
want it in my home.
What do you think of someone who would attempt to
shove his views down thy throat? -'
SA2tilLEGia

Saturday,January 7
Golden Age Club will have a
.
potluck luncfieon at twelve
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
noon at the- social hall of the-- Free and Accepted Masons
First United Methodist will meet at the lodge hall at
Church with Rose and Roger seven p.m.
Burgoyne, Lucille Rollins,
People in Risopetainia
Murray Women, of the Ruth Chambers, FlOrsi Fiord,
• Moose will meet at eight p.m. and Cone She
and werwail}
rnatliegalteools out of charge of arrangements
tow,
at the intligeha -_-__
Calloway County Library
Ustteb, ate
tscheduledin meet at --ieven
.

' Larry Roberts was elected Other officers :elected for
worshipfuL-master of the:year were Larry Bell,
Tanple Hill Lodge No.. 276 senior warden; Billy Miller,
. Free and Accepted Masons at'junior warden; Charlie
-the meeting held an Tuesday, Lassiter, secretary; Cecil
Taylor, treasurer;
Dec. -77. Brown,senior deacon, Duane_ Daniel
Gallovroy; junior deacon; Rob
End Parrish,'senior steward;
The Annual Meeting of Stanley Scott, junior steward;
Depsoilors of Security Barton .Jones, tyler; 'John
Federal Savings & Loan Grogan, marshall; A. W.
Assoc. of Mayfield and Galloway, chaplain.
Murray, Ky. will be held at .- The lodge meets the first
the offices of the Saturday in each month at
association located at 406 S. seven p.m., with the next
7th Street, Mayfield,Ky. on meeting scheduled Saturday,
Wed., Januar 18, 1978 at Jan. 7. Work will be -in the
2:00 p.m. Security Federal Master Mason degree and all
Savings & Loan Assoc.
Master Masons are invited,
4
Roberts said.

Legal Notice

Ilearance Salel
Savings Galore!!!

1 9350
Shirts

Sport

Dress

Shirts

'6"

i.e
Jeans

Corduroy

Jeans &
Jackets
1/i price

Thursday,January 5
,
.Amer.V.alf Diabetes
Assdciation is scheduled to
meet at the First Presbyterian
Church it seven p.m. •

Ganoway

• Calk&

Plan

Katie'

(JAW/-litottiCtettittit

P.m.

'6,4titIP • 14iXteMaiftiti Pheft2/ - TalowitkReekt •
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•
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410„
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1,410
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SPORTSWEAR

COAT SALE

call 753bellet4
van will
°929
by 9:15
a.m.and
for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
Atte'
ShOpp*.

•

Select from
Behr's huge
assortment-of--hoockid long
_
and short

12-25-77
Adults 81
Nurse:ry 3
No Newborn Admissions
Dismissals
MrS. Mary A. Willis, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Richard D. cr
.
Clendenen, Rt..2, Hazel, Mrs.
Laura E. McDougal, Rt, 3,
Benton, Mrs. Nancy E.Tabers
and Ilaby Girl, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Louie Sieting, Rt. 4, Murray,
John W. Hudson, Rt.
Kirksey, Mrs. Marietta Wells_
306 S. 5th., Murray.
12-26-77
Adults 105
Nursery 3
ND NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
John E. Elliott, Rt. 5,
Murray, Danny L. Todd, Box
31-K, Rt. 3, Murray, Wesley D.
Ftt, 7, Mayfield, Miss
- Pam Butler, 1507 Kirkwood
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Edith" M.
Storks, 525 W. 12th., Benton,
Mrs.Lottie E.Crawford,Lynn
wford,
Grove,
Lynn Grove.

BURNETT BOY .
-Mr.
and Mrs. Ronnie L.
Lots of Unfinished
-Burnett of Route Three, Paris,
Tn., are the parents of a baby
boy, Jason Tamer, weighing
eight pounds one ounce, born
on Sunday, Dec. 24, at the
Murray-Ca/to-way County
PRICE
/
Hospital.
The mother is the -former
•T Elaine Tanner. Maternal
grandparents are Mr. and
Blackford
• Mrs. Triomas* Kendall of
Bitchanong, Tri:, and paternal
grandparents are Mrs.
Elizabetlaturnettand'ClaytOn
1804 Coldwater Road, Murray
ihirlitAlefg.E.
14041e.
'usc=Dest=umatac=
13
111=1114OUNE1116114111,00,--'

Sweaters

ON
ALL LARGE

mite• COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Xi Alpha Delta -Chapter of
Beta
Sigma Phi- will meet at
—BEAR Di: Since your husband had already bought the
gift, you should have accepted it graciously and kept quiet. the EllisCenter at 7:30 p.m.
At slater date, remind hint Of your agreement.to-seara
Friday,January II
linsiten the coot of Christmas gifts, and stick with it next - _Shower. for Abelene Jenes
year. I think you owe your husband an ap4logy.
and Zula Stone whose home
and contents were destroyed
-If you feet left out and lonely, or wish you kew how to by fire will be held at seven"
get people to like- you, my new booklet, " pw To Be p.m. at the Dexter Commuoity •
Popular; You're Never Too Yiatng or Toe Old," la-for you. -Center, spons6fed
- Niter Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 124 Homemakers Club. Public is
4:entail envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, invited.
Calif.90212.
Shopping.for Senior Citizens

Lee Corduroy

0 OFF

FIVE GENERATIONS-Hafford Paschall of Puryear, Tn., seated, holds his first pelt
grat, gsandehild,itamey Boyd Elkins, age eight weeks. Standing dirge* behind Mr.'
Pascb-all is his daughter, Mrs. Shannon Viva ) Ellis, Mara,and great grandmother of
Ramey. On the left.,standing, is Mrs. Chester (Jo) Reeder, Murray, granddaughter of Mr.
Paschall, daughter of Mrs.Ellis, and grandmother of Ramey.On the right,standing,is Mrs.
Robert (Tonya) Elkins; Murray Great granddaughter of Mr. Paschall, granddaughter of
Mrs. Ellis, daughter of Mrs.Reeder,and mother of Ramey.

•alkiliVik

Larry Roberts Elected
aster At Temple Hi
Hill

Dan McDaniel- has been Murray Club as preparations McKenzie, corresponding
named as manager of the for the budget and other af- secretary; Helen Kline,
Murray Wothan's Club House fairs of the club are planned treasurer; Bonnie Jones, first
vice-president. Mrs. Jones
for this year, according to an during the year.
announcement made by Irma
The Murray Club will fur- also announced that $1,367 hatLa Follette, chairman of the nish meals for the participants been collected in the Read-AAdvisory Council of the in the Special Olympics at Tlion for the Mental Health
Murray Woman's Club, at the Murray State University on Association in the event
meeting of the Executive Feb. 4. Gaile- Wadlington of sponsored at each of the local.
Board of the club irk' on the Purchase Area Mental elementary schook, by the._
Tuesday at noon at the club Health GrodaLlor
Y,ttt. P.eA1.rtil)eht 9i the dub
house. ..
Olympics appeared before' with the cooperation of
Mr. -McDahiel succeeds requesting the„,,,help of Me. teachers, students, parents,
and friends.
Cornelia Gray who has served Woman's Club. •
_
'
efficiently as the manager of
Reports were given by Betty---Gibers present were Dr.
the club house for several Boston on the - energy Mildred Hatcher, Ann Brooks
years, Mrs. La Follette said, questionnaire.,- by Brenda and son, Effie Vaughn, Jane
aside praised-Mrs. Gray and Marquardt, recording Hopson,..ligie Smith, Oneida
her co-workers for their secretary; Dorothy Boyd,.ind
services dining the years they
have been employed at the
club house.
-The new martager for the
house end When 'facilities
will be available te assist
persons for club, - church,
iCIPSGOCK/
civic, and social events at the
club. house. Ile will Also 7th Only),
continue-to serve the geneSI
dubeach of the ten
departments. of the club for
their meetings at the club
house throughout the year.
Mr. McDaniel is a former
-partner at the Coloitill House
Smorgasbord, and - is now
associated with the Antique
Mall in Murray and the Iron
Skillet at Benton. He is a
POOR PLANTS
former teacher of choral
music at Calloway County
.14,POTS
'Ugh &hoot and serves as
orgatist for many church andcivic functions. He is the son of
Mrs. Agnes (Tot) McDaniel-• and thelate Liibie McDaniel.
Peggy Billington, general
president of the club,- appointed Sine Richardson, club
auditor, Helen Kline, club
Dixieland Shopping Canter
Outland,
treasurer, and
753-9668
former 'club treasurer, as a
, committee to study the
G-1
ijnanrisit stindure

wool coats
keg. up to 7999

•

SHORT COAT

2900,

LONG COAT
3900
•

DRASTIC DRESS REDUCTIONS!
V
ior
1.01
ror
V
io°

SPORTSWEAR CLEARANCE!

Long Dresses & Dressy Jumpsuits
Misses Dresses Reg. 1999 to 3999

56% Off
11 99-1 399

Halfeize Dresses Reg. 1909 to 3599 .
Junior,Dresses Reg. 1999 to 3599
Long Skirts Reg,to 1599
Jumpers Reg: 1999 to 2499
Pontsuits Reg. 2299 to 3299

1 1"-13.99
_ 1199
999

and Canvas Handbags
Reg. up to _999
Vinyl'and Canvas Handbags
Reg: up ta 1599 .'"
Entire Stock of Scarves

fr"

.899

999

to''Denim Jeans! Reg. 1999

899

1 199-1399

101(Jumpsuits! Reg. to 1,99

999

\ INCREDIBLE LINGERIE SAY,INGS!
399
599

50/w% off!

• aitor's.Clis.9•" • link,•"..r;cird • m•st•r Chins.

Tiara - P

-

99,9

10
" Vinyl
i%

Ipiveaterst Reg. 1199 Po22,
1."` tashion Pantl! Reg. 1999 . .

HANDBAG & ACCESSORY SALE!

Furniture

599

P"'" Shirts! Reg. 1599

fr.• Aleepwear
Pylon & Brushecfaiteg. 699 to
V R bes
1o/
1
48.:Short
101" Better. Nylon
Sleepwear Reg.999 to 109

299 to _5 99
139
A I 50% Off!
.4" to 6'

'Central_ Shopping
Center - Murray,1(y.
•

-T

•

'

•

""T
4
_

-r

' •—•

PANS MI$1111111Atl7,lleownwheesior,Jeme
'
B)George ILickeii

Kentucky Clciseup —Looking'Back

MOUNT

•
•

Itir
ad
_

elfIceepsing Me

„

10Tcars Ago

Refry Sparkii as unanimously
named 113 the fifth president of'Murray
State - University today by the MS1.1
Board of Regents. He was named for a
tour year term.
iS
Murray Boy ScOnt tritlOp 45, Don
'
Burchfield, Scoutmaster, was awarded
"Two ye,ars later, the Republiceinato&-- the William T. Hornaday award for
LOUISVILLE, Ky. hail)) - He's
taken a real beating from his health but----9-vere. the PrecideneY and- -fi,..
0-2
. 14011—distinguished service to conservation at
Frank Chelf wants everyone to know - were handed out. I waited and ward 'a dinner held at the First methodist
'-- ___ ,
that "I'm not dead yet."
but nothing happened."
"- - -Church.
In 19/3, his patience at an end, Chelf
At one • point ,the
retired
Deaths reported include Mrs. M,ayme
congressman's Weight aropped to 98 , jumped on the Justice Department,
Lovett, S. M. (SM)..Dugger, and Mrs.
unds. "Now Inn up to iirunjittj . demanding to know svhn it wasn't
- = --Katie Darnell.
Jekey-size.liaven't had any c .yet--"''obeying lh-e piw, wasn't huddle'‘ -"Mr. and lia-rarilte'''Ussiter will
_ loan art.0-ottY
nominationa_lorinemeal.-•
- - -atierveltaliailititeddingstoniverearY
ta
- *them."' He also enlisted the support oI , co „Jan. 7. - : ,
_
•
woulatetorrbusy anyway.
- ------Kentti4Y'll congressional delegation' - Mr. and-Mcs.'Ray Beane announce
' The 70-year-old attorney still ' prac- -- and "pretty soon; we blasted the
the engagement and approaching
tices at Lebanon, "taking _those casesI • Justice Department out of .the water
marriage of their daughter, Rebecca
ought to hannle andwarit to handle;4";-..: with a_direct,hit." The awards, began
Sue, to Paul M. Black, son of Mr. and
agairrin 1976. '
don't overextend myself."
,
Mrs. George Black.
He . makes frequefit-trips--2
-ter------ "I've given my heart and soul to this
Murray State University Thorough!-- --.
- Washington, where he spent 22 years ai . cause," Chelf said. "The youth of our
breds the Middle Tennessee Blue
' Kentucky's Democratic representative - country haven't been given their day.
Raiders in a basketball gal* with the-.-This award has been doing goeft
.4 -from the old 4th•District. '
.Itte_q
score being 77 to 74. Dick Cunningham,
-7Arid "kers-jiist--conipleted a book. "It's
MY boke that the youth .of AM -,.. ,a 'got 16 for MSU.
could set an example to the youth ofthe
shoat politics. That subject's been
world - that consideration
for others
osertione."
20 Years Ago -_
-1
cull has written about
youngsters e and kindness for others would -help to .
...Jaw juvenile _ .i.aRevenues received by the city of
WU became heiroeti apdsion.the young _ redtice-to a bare minimum
the
peases
$5493
increa
whised
le at$9680
tntirray increexased
__,1_10anie_tirne
--ar-ilerieee_iidaat-kor Brasere,...-ii,
__LT_.Or &rental delincpienci...t _ iarrat
f
siriaxalirrett
,
lie's
disappointed
that no youngater
prd*i-d1141. medtraire-an
from Kentucky has received the_seda1 over 1956, according to an audit report
more than- anything else I did in
-'tlihrhiltinivi. H. Shaeitelforci, local
but convinced thatsit- wilt*pen one '
Congress."
accountant to the Murray City Council.
day.
He worked,on the bill three years,
Ztalsevenue
received 1:7_ the city for._ _. i
';
or
Congress
Chelf,
first
elected
to
buttonholing' Otter ---congressmen
Year was listedss0308312190. wentonto win 10 consecutive two'wherever he could find thenk "I went
The Muilifl_40_1igiee9 floorie ati_W----..-__ -year
tennis,- gurvived three,
from office to office, with hat in hand
In
-average $33.31 per liuncired
congressional redistrictiiigs and
',and a tin cup,- literally begging for
..
represented, at one time or„another, sales last year, according to records
support."
nearly a third of Kentucky's 120 released by the local market.
When the House passed the measure
Births reported include a girl, Viginia
counties.
without a dissenting vote in 1949, Chelf
_.
Lynn,
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Allen
I was ahnost_neside myself wi ...vispy to the Most
rearing-a self-aid,
iswi
"I've
been battling illness for nearly
sat in his chair and wept while his
r-ibirts, sweaters, jackets,, topcoats, ;
some ition-lhs ago-When men's bow ti
- 23, a boy, Samuel Keith,.
-e-n---•three years," he saidnizryiame-get , Poole on Dec.
polka-dot bow tie..
colleagues gave him a standing
- sport coats, hats and eveniMelts come-- - Jack Oakie, the old movie star,
beganthe_know Misted eerneback.
- to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Lee Kelly en
ovation. The legislation reqiiiriis the - back on my feet and get going again."
.- In different sizes. This leads me to taught me to tiei-bow tie. The first one
For some reason, men begin spordne
' Dec. 26, and a boy, Randy Lynkto-MrWhenever his spts are low, he
President to present gold medals to
big
butterfly
bows
in
Herndon
on
every
color
inthe
believe that somewhere back down the • I bought came with a littkpamphIK
Edward
and
Thomas
Mrs.
L_In_
ftcalls
the
time
that
•
President
Truman
youngsters chosen by the Justice
raiabowtotieny4ereon "niust have
.road an alert designer recognized-that - It, Jaciveaki-tben a popular-young
Departmentfrerri nominations1111adeby'intrethieed'aim-with these4
"
rds:
- -Dec*
'
men come in all shapes and sizes. In 29
high .school- basketball games
worn one • on his "Tonight Show" one
actor, demonstrated step-by-stop in
"This is Frank Chelf, who came from
.
governors. .
evening..I believe he could come out in
But not so-with the necktie. As far," pleurae how-one tiai tied. I practiced
Approximately 50 medals had been , a seat inn orphan's home to a seat in . :nlihn beat Clinton, New Concord beat
ties are concerned,all men are-created - -atone of-Mom'irbedposts until I got the
Cuba, and Hazer-beat Cottage Grove.
a barrel, and the next-day everyman in
Congress ,- it has been a long, hard
issued-by the time Cheff retired in,1967.
equal. The same tie is supposed to fit all hing of it.I'venatr forgotten.
High scorers for each teem wereLamb
.
America; with a few exceptions, Would
road that he has walked, bul he made
with 1.--iiir_Almo,-11.1.1ey ;with 20. ton -beltuntingabarelilillellmb MM.-•
-inegardleas-of how big they
- it"
- • •
- +++
Clinton.-Will00:1087T and II Hendon
Most oftheconieback bows, however, . ardrelbe neck or bow far their necks,Wherima-mared to Morehead in 1967
with 14 each for New Concord, Wheeler
were thendready-tied,clip-on tyPe,aut,_ arefromtbegraund.
from St. Louis, we hadn't been there's
By The Associated Press
with 20 for -Cuba, Duncan with 111 for - nevertheless, they were bow ties-. I
week before Cathryn said one morning
+++
_
o
dllis Thursday. Jan. 5. the hifth
pad-Akers wish-IS for-Cottage
welcomed them-batk- like prodigal - FOr.examide,- my &teed,Felit Dunn,.• as I got ready. to leave- for the office
day
1478. There are 360 days le in
la-about as--tatl-wira California
sporting ofie Ofmy favorite bow ties.
Theft sang Moses and the children of---Gr6"• •
the year.
redwood and what belt buckle just"you'll have tonuit w
I like bow ties:- Cadiryii }Ida'
Israel this song...unto the Lord, and
.
Today abiglilightin-Wistory:
least on ine".' Ste-elitiferiils VW -MU me 1h-the-Ate, wears the -forsure now
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Kevenue Sharing:-Does ItRea

Help-Murray?

_
'where.• desirable trends tovraid local
funded and the -new lighting system
a voice in determining those programs,
" government consolidation were halted •
totally funded with revenue snaring
In his 1971 message on theStaW of the
ag a result of lax federal eligibility
•
money. Itrurray.has become a safercity
Union, then President Nixon urged the
standar* For viable functioning !mine
in which to drive and walk because of
Congress to adopt measures, since
•
of government -suet 11 ligueray, This*
Abe_ unproved lighting and - paving
known as revenucsharing, which-would
means a smaller piece of the revenue
..
program.
inj
e
through
provided
.
ways
the
changes
.in
make- two major
olj.eScience
-MS
U
-Briarri
Dept.of I?
-K
sharing pie than what they would be
By Gene Garfield
The list, of local _activities "made
the Federal government shared money
When General Revenue Sharing.. -entitled to :receive under more
MSU Dept.Pol.Science
with smaller units. One proposal Celled 2 -possible in Murray by revenue sharing
became, law' in 1972, its major supreasonable eligibility requirements.
In the early 19130's, many public offor the consolidation.If the existing . ,Funds could go on for pages. It only
porter,then President Nixon, described
` penalizes
Revenue sharing
that
ficials began to object to the fact
narrowly deftned-categeriesol-projects ;needs to be pointed out that ince the it.as a program that would- "take adfederal subsidies or grants-in-aid ' taider firoad, hetAtims; • Mich as--atieeptietk-lif the program in MurfaT vantaieLof both the Federal Govern-- - -Murray and other cities by failing to
protect against the costs of inflation.
provided to. state and local governalone, 81,801,870- has been made
education and-transportation,iii-order
mint's power and efficiency as a -tax - Annually, Murray and other loCal.
ments were often unduly restricted by
available for services which might
to provide greater flexibility in existing
collector and tlie• state and local
governments receive a fixed lunotuiVof
national law or -adminisinative
grants. The other change wouldierovide-1----neverhavebeerrfundectwithouti----governments' efficiency-and•
—
Year by . year
federal- funding thntregulation.
money
sharing
In addition to the many im- fectiveness as problem solvers."
new general revenue
vahie.
The
situation is
declines
in
real
-of-the
criticisnla
many
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provements brought about through
which wonld be available to the State
arreogement,
Under_ similar--to the- individual who receives
•
•
method 'of federal funding *was that
wending
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no
government
revenue
and local
sharing, and which demonWashingtop s lucrative and- retatively
no increase in salary over a five-year
_
often money categorically allocated by
restrictions.
strate-The success of the program, one
more ',progressive income _ tar
period while inflation increases at an
specific
the federal government for
passing
by
respqiided
can
Congress
also
argue
The
that revenue sharing has
capabilities are used to relieve a porannual level of eight percent. In- this
nurpOSCS did not best meet thelteeds of
helped toresttalizetheFederal system, tion of the revenue needs of financially
• the State-and Local FiseatAssistance
situation,'buying power declines.
Constate Ok local governments:
Provided130.7
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by
which
1
872
skiv/Ing
the
power
Ac44pace of the flowOf
haidpresCed states, enitiitiee *and city- _, The same is true of cities that depend
sequently state or local agencies were
of Washington. Today locally elected
in federal funds to be distributed among
governments. Loose federal contrbls
On meow sharing to maintain fiscal
.
which
ways
forced to spend money in
representatives of the people not
some 38,000 units of govenunent over a
over the spending of these Monies were
solvency.
According to a recent study
diil not i?‘"iiefit the local citizen.
dated retroactively
Wiehiregton tnireaucrats, are .1110AM attended. M eivp _#44_10 local
five year period
....,
many----1,--rairsanoa.ry
-.1ey--tbe
Brookings . Institution in
,
that
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Another argument,
1 In'72 iintll-Decernber
fe.sponsible
10
1:
d'
- - laiis-on how to spend
governments maximum freedom in
Washington, D.C., The- level of funding
state;
. paid mucti,more money into the
recomlarge- amount of money.
31, 1976. On President Ford's
meeting constituent-sorviwentmands tthrongh-revemle _shartar cienned- tit-.
--Ai80-i -tidatiOii, Congress in -1976 renewed
'
bf reVeritii-lhiwIng,- 'Without going 'bee* - tan debt or
!---lee
I 4aeli-ii
Federal treasury than they"
real terms aboliteight percent between
the form of Federal grants-in-aid. As a - the revenue sharing programprovided
for 45
more local citizens are taking an inraising the local
usually 'more
and
1977-80
covering
1972
and 1976. Assuming' the deflatormonths
governments
local
and
result, the state
creasing interest in governmental. regressive-bi--base.
increases by 5.5 percent annually
were left without . the financial
year.
billion
per
$6.84
activities, a fact confirmed by -studies
$25.55 billion or
A.sound idea in theory, in practice
through 1979, funding in real terms will
_resources needed to take care of local
of the Advisory Commission .. -on
Because of revenue sharing, the city
Revenue Sharing contains many flaws
have declined by 17 percent from 1972 to ,
problems.
local
state
and
many
like
Murray,
of
Intergovernmental Relations.
• _Las
itham
t urra
maky
eit detrimental to cities such
1989.
.Critics also pointed out that as
governments, has been able to increase
,Finally, it catt_lx documented that
This kind of financial shot in The arm
releitil programs grew, more
services, start new programs, and ---comme _V*0* money Thu been
In its efCorts_to please. everyone,
to local government reminds me of the
bureaucracn was created to handle the • - solve some long.-standing problems.
distributed more equttablyltetween-tbe. ' Washington chose to distribute revenue
Mock Turtle's "lessons" in Louis
expanding programs. Because of this a
rich and poor states
For example,. revenue sharing funds
between urbaii sharing money to 39,000 local goverCarroll's
classic 'mice in Wonderland:
large percentage of the taxpayet's
offered
and rural areas than NMI* under
were used to improve services
runents throughout the United States-. " 'That's thkreason they're called
an
of
hands
the'
in
dollar was in fact
earlier programs. While revenue_ Many, of these were,all. but legally
at the Murray-Calloway County airport
lessons,' '
the 4Gryphon remarked;
appointed bureaucrat rather then in the
and to upgrade Nth fire &inn police, sharing .has not created heaven...on. moribund and unable to perform. any rttcsusertheyiesson fromdartoday.'"
militiedficiarelided
hands of an
protection by buying Much needed nee/
earth, it has gone a long 'way in
kind of. service- function before they j• Inflation has _forced many local
Finally, though not inclusively, may
,
..
eliminating some of the shortcomings
quipment. '
were revived with revenue snaring
governments to use more and More of
officials
local
and
'state
believed -that
of federal funding and bas helped many
AmInshrnee service ter-the city and
funds. Consequently, the costs of
their revenue
'sharing funds to cover the of
administrators
were becoming mere
imprbvecLand
the
local
odunty has
and
also
state governmenta respond le
goverrunent• cl,ern uctnany Aftant-caihar
estudne
01191$ftWIIY.IPSWEW
.
et
ew
mets
without
goverratient'pragrams
'al
y Perk was partially
persistent problems,.
city
.creased in those parts of the country,
ause of federal funding provisions,
.- •
• 4 -

anit

ad

local administrators actually have less
-freedom to develop new programs or
cut local _taunt thak the program was
Wiginaltriflen_CI
_
de t6gIv_0.1111.
..rfeicYrcifto-inauguilite new spending
programs at the local level is further;
limited by the uncertainty of
Washington's futurecommitment to the
revenue sharing - plan. Under the
current law, federal „government
ivaIwiii ekpire at the end of 1979 and whether It will be renewed beyond
that date_ is unknoWn. Local idministrators are thus discouraged from
setting into motion new
-loc
-iTi -seraT
- ce
pregrams that may extend beycind the
expiration- of revenue sharing and that
may also require Complete local funding - if the program is not renewed.
After all, what the federal government
giveth, -the federal government
_ may - taketb away.
A
longer term commitment by
Washington to support revenue sharing
coupled- with a fundmie_formula -that
guarantees local governments an
einar.foTiWati4ge of
taxable personal income rather than a
annual amount 'of funds would
c tribute _enormously
toward
acnieving the ends of a truly sound
intergovernmental niertn hip. •
-(EDITOR'S
bit& Issues
Forum is a joint venture of the
Kentucky Humanitiei Council which
provides partial tending the Murray
State University Department of
History, and The Murray Ledger &
Times. tAnters- tribe editor on the
topics discussed are encouraged and
should be addressed to: The Editor,
Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box
$( 1I1r
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We had planned to run the won-lost records of the eight • of it. And John Randall along with Bobo Jackson can certainly make Murray State a more powerful club when they
Ohio Valley Conference teams in today's column.
return from their suspensions. Murray must get more
.
In
order
tolind out those records, of course, we called the
0
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1 .0-• - - -1-_- -2_
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4 3 1.+0
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4012-ittfter
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The power rating for the Racers is 68.3 and the HCV is 5.5
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TENNESSEE TECH-The Golden Eagles did beat
0-0
.000
0- 0
.000
--.....„._
_. 0
....4.-.__ -___,.,Does that tell you anylning.abour OVC? Small wonder
.•
Vanderbilt. And if they keep on tooting their horns over that
•nobody
in
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anything
about
the
OVC.
Even
- --'7," . rein- Reboundi
13 one, they may not win another ?ne this season. As usual,
. the OVC doesn't know anything about the OVC.
.
• . ..
Tech looks like they have talent but just can't seem to put it
With that bright note, we are ready to preview the season
sr_________*_10._.,..--302,111,-;--,.. ...6.9&_4561_936- -14.1,-.1134 27-7 54 , 126 , 8 14,1,1€:-0,..9 -__ __ _ -which-mill kick &with four league games this weekend: . _together.-They come into the game Saturday against Austin
,...„
•
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,
ro is,s ,...,, And after contacting two sports information directors, Joe - vea.
- __, .4.4•
Opp. Totals,
_ ___to._,_ _.324..s.--los4.7,.5.- - ---5-621-.--401-409-4409 :13,5 21 . 69 _179 ,
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:
•- • - -I- 7 - - lyterf:Br
-Sein at M .--- ,
-/friiliteeman at Middle Ten.
are playing in a spacious, new facility and later in the
EDITOR'S NOE - Most sports fens will have no tread& In time MSU basketball statistics However, there ore some alo •
'nessee, we've managed to come up with the record.s ourseason, it it's empty,it certainly won't be an advantage.
breriations some people may not know. SM moons shots missed, the total from both the field and line. 18 mains rebounds, AV is
'selvei. Bid we'll keep them a secret and- not tell anyone in
MOREHEAD-The Eagles get the nod for being loveable
. average, AST means assists, BS is bloated shots, ST is steals, PT is personal fouls, Da means disqualified (fouled out) todiP the OVC office, they might do som • silly like release
last. Though they do have hot-shooting Herbie Stamper,
maassiataltiebits.
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- Tennessee,.which I thinkitthe best clabitabecenference. . -ad• will carry a 84aa-asclidoL'Idor-die.7...-ST-"rgt4NES
The Baca will carrr a 7-3 pre- --7--•-.0ff-tikitth..-Wrecord into Saturday's game with Middle Tennessee. The
confernectiecord into Saturday's game. While in Denver
Power rating for Morehead is 63.8 while the HCV is 6.5.
they are baying Broncomania, in Johnson City it's called
Now, you have the power ratings and the HCV's. The
Buizmania.They've never had a winner and Sonny Smith iS
predictions for Saturday: Murray at EAST TENNESSEE
- about to chaitg_e all that. For the past couple of years, the ,
, Bees have been respeetable. Nowythey may be the classiii.,...„bY 23, MIDDLE TENNFSSRE At Morehead-brie, Western
. KENTUCKY by 11 aixl-KUSTIN
the league. They should be at the top. They have a polier • Kentucky at EASTEBN
PE AY at Tech bynine.
)
of
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a
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advantage
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and
1--',
MIDDLE TENNESSEE-The Blue Raiders open play
15.1................__
-Saturday at Mnrehead. Middle will carry an 8-3 record into
I
I
4s return intact i
--TOUIMIITTIelit(tsarpOonktrom last sea.son and were the prerill 9
season pick to win the league title. Last year, they were
primarily a six-man team but have added depth. They are
.
extremely talented and are,just one big man away froth
_ Tennessee is matter a9345 win over RobertktorrisTuesday
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MSU Sports Publicity
Raiders is85.0 and the HCY.isd rather high 11.5.
Murray State's Racers who beat Mercer 85-83-In the conEast Tennessee has beaten Campbell College,-Appalachian
AUSTIN PgAY---The- --Governors uPeni --SaturdaY at
solation game of the Evanwille Tournament after losing to
State, Eastern Montanif,'UNC-list*ilte; Written Cnrollna,Tennessee
Tech and need to win since they mustplay at
New Orleans 59-52 in their opener,will open their Ohio Valley
and Virginia Union. The Buccaneers _have it to UNC,East
Monday. After having lost 6-9 Gary Greene
Tennessee
Visginia-Gimaincinwealth{06- --i - Conferenceseason Saturday atEast-Tennesemx
- :-.
and
Wake
Forrest,
Wilmington;
twe-perhaps the smallest team in
aeason,-the.Glas
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Coach Jerry West of the Los Smi
q• Seattle outscored the Kings 19..... Period.
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
already has accomplished: - going after Simpson's malting Angeles Lakers felt as if he throws for a dramatic Buffalo
Warriors 115, Balls 94
6 at the outset of the second
"I had only one personal record in only his third year as had just been held up.
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sonny Parker scored a sea- half to stretch a 60-52 lead to
goat when the season started. a pro, - - In effect, that's what Ted
son-high 14 -points-to -power -7,80-wittrthi0 left in the third
1-6 Sun.
'76ers 108, Cavillers 98
. That was to do better this year - With his friend, uncle and mcasin did - stealing a
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Jackson
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Man -I
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Thug-•a•WaYs my goal," he teammate Rickey Young, now pocket_ __
from the field as they ,
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broke a four-game •losing__
from 2,200-acre farm about his agent, Bud Holmes, pened," said West,dazed after changed hands 12 times_and
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Bernard King hit 17Straight
field goals in the second half
and scored a career-high 44
points to lead New Jersey past
phoenix.
194, Pacers 96
Calvin Murphy scored I
points and teammates Robert
• Reid an,51 Moses Malone
pumped in--18 each to lead
Houston Over, Indiana. Mike
Bantora led Indiana with 25
130intsi,pid Ricky Sobers added
20 for OW -Pacers.
Souks 116, Kings 110 •---:,.
Fred Brnyra came off the
buittro3iseoro.3p. prolate and ,
John Johnsorradded la to trig•
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19" diagonal Videomatic Color Table Model - brings..
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Television Networks
Wage War For Viewers

National Chanip Not
Still 'Winning For Gipia

.• try HOWAliDSMMI.
gameg for its national-AP Spoils Writer
packtge. This apparently,
, NEW YORK (AP) - CBS annoyed Cheskey who, when
"Some time, when the team's smelters who deal in slideBy WILL GRIMSLEY
resumes its. revitalized he couldn't get ACC games on
AP Special Correspondent
up against it ... tell them to go rules and cold statistics
National
Basketball NBC nationally, responded by
Notre Dame is No. 1, in there ... and win one for the provide the answer.
Association coverage in taking the ACC Tournament to
recognized as the national Gipper."
•
There's not a slid.rule that
- earned- this. Sunday •-•- while ABC, of all people. The result
college football champion for
In this calloused age, sue,11 could. measure
depth of
• NBE.,_arrambling in the-back- is that ACC league games will
the sixth time. The Fighting setimentality it bound to draw - Notre Dame's resentment of
cotirt,:gets its college bas- be missing from NBC this
rs
0
Irish are still "winnintrem for snickers. Pure hybrid corn, Testi?
apparent overketball schedule under way. year and ABC will televise a
scoff the cynics. Silly, confidence- remarks such as
Gipper."
t"
Last season the pros and grand total of one college
•
'There's a feeling about sophomoric hocum, insist the the one •thf Longhorns' Brad
amateurs went -head-to-head basketball game- the final
playing football at Notre hardened skeptics. You can't Shearer made about his
Sunday afternoons and the game of the ACC Tournament.
Dame that I don't think 1 could-peddle that stuff to Mhture pending squareoff against
winner in the reliags„...,_ Sash la tbe tiaLure,4,-tb! TV
get anywhere else," says the._.college men any more..
Notre DametErnie Hughes
_
4
t
No?
("I've
team's towe
a ainat. betonsigt&Z...“
:„._.;_. .'' _ ..,..........A.......orsiwwwww,"4,,.._,...
•
.
---4,4Vmarit*ta9khrtetiettrthe- more than just a
viewers than the colleges and
os all to itself and plans to
By KJEN 11.0$...1)PORT ...,... justikee-e..nnar
. -einainTiii.
.
game. It ie.:Longhorns, ground into the 'est- Horns.• Wetre ,No... _17
Carolina s Mike PI De *Is P
there were.probably two am continue its successful
•
' ' Cotton Bowl carpet 38-10 by atmosphere..like a sacred trust."
'' AP Sports Writer
Sidney Moncreif and Marvin
Stan Rome pulled the O'Koren narrowed the lead to
. reasons-CBS had more regionalization. There will be
"I get goose pimples -just -the aroused kids from South
Texas, Michigan, Oklahoma
:. regional games than ever_ between four and six games trigger and Dean Smith one with a free throw and after Deiph combined for 5.1. points walking through the campus -Bend. Try telling it to Coach and Ohio State, the big losers,:!.
• before and the NBA, -in almost every Sunday, an thought that North Carolina Clemson's 'Bobby Conrad . as Arkansas shot 59 per cent on game days, looking at the Barry Switzer of Oklahoma are regular . invitees to the •
missed the front end of a one- from the field and routed Golden Dome, the stadium and Coach Bo Schembechler major bowls.
general, benefitted from the expensive proposition but one - was dead.
For theni, it is
Merger Which - brought a host the network apparently feels -----`-`,That shot looked like it was and-one free throw situation, 1106tra;--making Roger and tlitneral on the library," of Michigan, who still must be just an extension 'of the
held
thelball
felt- • Ga,eekler a -believer in %added Dave Huffman, the 247- wondering how the roof fellin. regular _season, depriving
in all the way,r said theNorth the Tar Heels
of new, exciting*yers and is-payingoff.
• NBC
•
Carolina basketball Coact. one shot. T(4
teams into the fold.
'
1 Zallagirisinade-Iltaz°?back`ftwer--- PoUndstarting center.' '-'• - Lat's face it. No matter how players of holidays at home:
will fill its,halftunes.
.
„
.. , , _.'__lagitimately
- "Arkansas
tribute
They shouldn't have gotten it and was .fouled going in,
NBC was aisappointta- in with Tamed pi
MacAfee's dad, Ken Sr., ._... hard we try to prove other- --Because coaches such as •
completing a three-pornt play _deserves their No. 3 ranking," was a star end at Alabanie wise, college football is . Woody'Hayes of Ohio State-losing to the NBA but points to to Adolph Rupp, etc.-and that good a shot."
howpver, was off for the final margin.
-------said theljoistraemelt"When--7and litter with the pro New -largely a game of emotion. and Sch becbler are such
the fact that college games analysis from Packer and - The ball, -,--- • ,
Virginia led all the way and,II reed about them,i didn't,see.--. York
the mark at the end of
still did about twice as well as McGuire
Giants.-The Notre Dame---This is reflected week after strict
rians, refusing _
bouyed bylteve Castello sit- bow they could be that good.. magnet attracted _young Ken week during the season and it to cut regimen
_ _regulation
-.11eckey used_to-Nonetheless,
give their
_sinitks 4*--Eteeis-2-new we, points, defeated wake Fores
t
llt
o
t
their timing is 9.--1*.d.a.147...1i....lsosn--.1, zs?cktai,
liase some ad;11
‘
,
- is stamped in the highly- boys a little freedom, they •
su
- iriagsLikey_caWCback in a tough-defengive battle. - with
t reale ndo us wbili-Ruftasanrienan Dallas„--eliarged postseason bowl usually
----jitalinents•41--- hopes-to-4n
bored an&
_
oug t
e ores _qtlicknea_i_enn.See how the __ was lured out bf the nation'ti-games.in OVerthne...ift_ANSH____Ble
better this time around.
resentful athletes.
•
Clemson Tiger; 7947 in an played great defense," noted are that good.
Sunday national games will
fiercest football hotbed.
No one gave Notre Dame
As an independent, with- WC-Harry Morgan scored 23 __.___Egory-time they.
intensely-played Atlantic Virginia Coach Terry Holland.
begin, for the most part, at 4
voter. their much of a chance against a conference title to bid for, the.
Coast Conference opener "They kept us from doing points and Larry-Bird- adder-Tocker room in South Bensl, Texas team that had swept bowls give Notre Dame a • p,m.,,,S,ST,this season, folwednes„„„,,„,.
r-some of the things we wanted -ti to-lead Indiana State past Ind., -Mese two strapping -.impressively to 11 victories. fresh shot aCnational ttlentity.
lowing -the new anthology
,
was_andully,
offensivelY- By the same -Southern -tilineis in their -Ogees Coa
C
h
well as their- -Arkansas, with a rookie It a big psychological boost
4htkiv•---itz"-Sportalliorid'
pointing fiir anyone to lose token, I thought our defense-Missouri Valley Conference 4.a
- mmates - come face-to- coacl, three top players - that, pFus the Rock and The
•avoiding a direct conEVA,NSW!IF., Ind.(AP)won the game for us."
• -opener.
face with the bronze plaque suspended and i dozen others Gipper.
frontation with the NBA. Also, The University of Evansville that game,"said Smith.
-commemorating the immortal threatening - a boycott,
_
Clemson_ Coach 84Foster- -Jim __Spanarkel scored
iatings are higher later In the --win accept applications for
FOOTBAli,
was a grea
points and freshman Eugene "
game deathbed • plea of one of the ihouldn't have been on the
da • And NBC ho • to t hem basketho11 coach tuttal agreed
wail A.„1 neh0, a key
01
• donlifidrkny one play-BanksProvided some late
I
vers y s ill-time greats, same field with Oklahoma in player in the rebuidling of the
ad - hitt 31.. President Wallace B
B. cost us the ball game, but the to lead Duke past Maryland. Coact Bob King, "because I
-- 'Iteme-mtleege lett of the '
George Gipp.
- . ...the Orange Bowl. What Miami Dolphins' defense, was
dition -of outspoken Al - Graves has announced.,
think our fans have been ,. -I've got to go, Rock ... I'm
McGuire,
the
former , Coach Bob Watson and the ones toward the end tend to The Terps had pulled within
chance did -Washington. 74. named the National Football
reading the press clippings too not afraid,"
Gipp is said to have .- against Big Ten league Defensive Rookie of
Marquette coach, to its -entire 14-man Evansville linger in your mind a little 69-68 with a six-point string
Said Foster, ob- before Banks sank a field,goal much and thinking we will run have mumbled to Coach Knute champion Michigan?
..
_ the Year by Mb Associated
broadcast team. He joins play- team were killed in a plane longer,"
.
usly thinking of Rome's and then assisted -on a, away with every game."
Rockne with his final gasps._
,
Miss at the'efict of regulation
rhnherg and .erestrettpe;13; - .
' bY4ga"nat!Dtek
'
erack aa!Olit I.N.117 Packer.
"The decision was made to time.
NBC will televise seven re- accept applications because of
gional games this Sunday, a Lthe response by the number of _ Along with defending
*Above necessitated-4'r tom- - Uriirversiti of Evansville --charnpion•North Carolina, two
other ACC teams got off
"Bowl - friends that we make every = I n-ging in the conference
mittments to the Bent
and a golf tournament on Sat- effort to find the best coach: urday;but will have primarily available," Graves told a -race. No. 13 Virginia beat
one national game the rest of, news conference Wednesday. Wake Forest 67-60 and Duke
whipped No. 15 Maryland 88the regular season all of them
-We will move rapidly (to 78. Elsewhere among the
intersectional clashes.
name the new coach)after the ranked teams, No.3 Arkansas
NBC's lineup results in a tie- 1.1a.n. 31)deadlim. becpne we..ionetneredlinfstrasfro.
;140;_6_
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• Our
, TRC-424 gives you "on the-coad" safety and peace of,v
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Director Sills, Band Members To
-

'Pause, Evaluate Murray Program
By LOW1EJJ.,ATCHLEY
other one," Kills said. "We had. a
Murray Ledger& Times Staff Reporter,s. chance to watch other bands perform
:-:.14114;4-Y.P410019r-aweele9fol
- • ,a4rereas teferw-therr-wasn't that pp-

parade, anginal-rig Marshall county
HigiVs Marching Marshals Band.
Murray High,Bandzwas itsted-inihe

peatormock-ana—bawaii-triong-dwith-the-Orange-Borriform in a show
raCfr-quila-daddect4si--Sills-Now-L- -wattited-other ban
Quetri a
6-5TitOrileititifrigifuliiii
...they need a breather.
called "Great Bands of Orange Bowl"
from throughout the nation. .
-2-Citg plans now are to re-evaluate our
in the grangu.!owistodutm,
wo& for thee p0-- piuiamWedontliaveanyumediate,
last-Friday evening.
• --Wpie‘ Who went to Florida. They took
plans other than going into the concert _
Although bands in the"Great Bands"
time out to visit Circus Workd, the
season," Sills- said in an interview
performance didn't compete, judges - beach and Disney World. The band also
•Wednesainy. Murray High BanaLhad,
attending commented._
marched corer-veiling atDisney World.-returned the evening before from-the
_sone_Jon noted. .:super., super,
AuTkly
_sand come
litiartil-Fia area where they werethe
super.-All-of Championship quality. NO •'Kerituity. with two plaques, one Tor
• Jeatured band in the Orange Bowl
more words till its.over.,I want to see
participation in the "Great Bands."..
Parade. Earlier this year the 190-strong
and hear this."
performance and another for marching
band captured a Rational title . Another kidge indicate*, '‘Just a
in the Orange BowlParade.
---°/44fional hdrittlan--gBand-Charripion-sliipgreat musical sound,always in balance
Beatrice foods Co. of- Chicago, Ill.,
at_Whitewater, Wis.•
,
'
. and controL.Thishand_kkows what it's
underwrote half ttieejpensethetrip.of. the things the bpd must
doing and does it welt!!
-2 $24,223, while—
iioàf if the remaining-decide in'the near future alrbetheC.t9
The-highlight of the trip came when
camefrom community contributions.
travel td Wisconsin this year arid
Murray High Band marched as the
Kentucky Governor Julian Carton
defend the ,national marching band
feature unit in. the Orange Bowl _ wrote a personal letter to -Sills saying,
title. Sills said the competition is later
Parade. NBC coveredtheparadelive.
in,part, "Please_know how very proud
*this year tharttheJuneeompotition last
'This parade was highly organised- we - all - are-- of- -Lyour brainy
-will have graduated and
--but---skower than the onebefore. But, complislunents-this -past year...I know
\ .
... ,
other students-will be out of school.on
.
that posaibly iw acecamt for thecp czynt the Corrunomvialth
BANNER
hkDougal
and
Lisa
Waite&
Banner
carriers
Angie
simmer vacation,Sills said. •
exposure," Sills said. He said one float -of Kentucky in the finest manner atthe ' - :
rognsm. - . ..
Bands of the Oranleow17_p
g
• _-____ Many of thisyeaes seniors have -, nsalled-enal-easserandanother caught---Orange Bowl." -marched in two Orange Bowl Parades.
fire, __
"The trip went well,"Silis said."The"
Most 44_t.e freshmen at Murray High'
_ "The audience was extremely en- - chaperones and -officers-did their part.
when thebarid-viiiit to Florida in 1974.
thusiastic for our band," Sills said.
It just turned out to be another smooth •
"This was a different trip than the
Murray High Band was one of 73 in the • running tour."

MURRAY HIGH TIGER BAND

1977 national Champions
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Marrayli10,hSehool Band harmer bathe"Great
-

-

„.

^OP*

-

a
_
DISNEYPARADE-Murray High Band marches&WSamain street at Disney World=Tharsda) c% ening.

_
_ Murray High Band members Delores lianchid,'Carol Montgomery, Karen Bailey, Dana Shipley and another mildew
Wkditedentbask in the Florldnamt.

•

MI=
AWN. "MOM
IP

Ulf —111111•..:11!

•.
-,
TV INTERVIEW — Johnny Mann,NBC Channel 4 TV personality from Nashville brought a camera crew to Kissimmee
Fla., to do a story on the band. Here he is shown interviewing a group of students while a cameraman works in the
background.

E - A photographer caught drum major
riding a metry-goround at Circus World
of the bona'leisure times.

rips to the beach.

ma.
-- REHEARSAL-Band members rehearse iiiarching prit to the Oralige BowlParade. it -

.

.

A

-
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PRACTICE SESSION -Murray High Band flag corps has a practice session ow the wedaceday before
Orange Bowl preparation atIcissimmee,Fla.

3

MAJORETTE - Gina Jones, a majorette captain, performs'in a field show In Orange
Bowl Stadium Friday evening, the -part of the "Great Basis of the °name Bowl" per- formance.

STINT NIGHT-Adults whirmade the Florida perform during a "stunt night." Pictured are Caroline Lad,Mrs. Fred
Thompson, Mrs. Bruce Thomas, Mrs. Hugh Nofsinger, Mrs. Harold -Eversmeyer, Mrs. Frank Schwabtitirs. Rachel
Sehler and Mrs. Brent!McNutt.

,soclysercr.

'RIFLE CORPS-The Murray High Band'riBe corps and color squad perform in the "Great Bands"show. Kathy Fenton
Is color guard commander.

Fisher-Price
James H. Washer
Lionel Vickery
Terry & Carol South
Creatiye Arts_ Dept. Murray Woman's
Club
Security Federal Savings & Loan
Aatro Car Wash
McDonalds
Murray Bass Club
Bank of Murray
Lovett Brothers
Mr.& Mrs. John H:Trbtter
Billington Finance & Investment Co.
Tucker TV Sales& Service
Taylor Motors,Inc.
ScottDrugs Co. Walgreen Agency
Paschall Truck Lines,Inc.
Parker Popcorn Co.
Maderhoiselle Shoinc.
D & W Auto Parts
C& W Boat Co.,Inc.
Prue W.& Linda Kelly
_Murray-Tailor Shop
Mr.& Mrs. Robert F.Dunn
Peoples Bank .
Tappan Appliances
The Murray-1edger-4
Weaver Popcorn Company,
Wallis Drugs Inc':
Langston Candy Company•
Guy§pann Realty
Capri-Cheri Theaters
Family Shoe Store
•
Ward-Elkina4nc.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,Inc.
Boones Inc.
Murray Cablevision
Corn-Austin eompany
Max Churchill Funeral Home •
Stokes Tractor & ImplementCo. Plaza Motel
Vinson Tractor Co.
CaitaWayto,
- tumberCo.
Buckingham Ray LTD
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home,Inc.
J.J. di B. Enterprises(Perkins)
The Place
•
Ted F. Billington
John C. Neubauer Real Estate
Parkers Food Market
Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.

The College Shop
Lubie & Reba's Super Burger
Darnell Marine Sales &Service
National Stores
College Cleaners
Rutledge Funeral Home
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Ross Standard SialiOn
EChrlitbliller
Dunn Furniture Warehouse
Purdom's Inc.
•
Rowland Refrigeration Sales & Service
Settle-Workman,Inc.
Purdom &,Thurman Insurance
Irving P. Bright-Co.
Home Dept.-Murray Woman's Club
Theta Dept-Murray Woman's Club
Murray Machine & Tool Co.
KappaDept-Murray Wornan'sC,lab
Beatricef°oda Co;

Edwin Cain Construetion
Discount Carpet Center
Hutson Cheffiical Co. hie:Murray Furniture Mart
Murray Ford Tractor
Wells Electric •
John'sSaving Center
Gene Landolt Insurance Agency
H. T. Waldrop
.Loretta Jobs Realtors
Smith's Poultry
-Yederaltavingslrl,oan
kopperud Realty
Donald Tucker, FteAltor
Shirley Florist& Gahden Center
- -.gandy-TborntonService CaMpany,
Purchase Equipment Co.
Carroll V. W.-Audi,Inc.
BojrctlidaprsAstal Estate •
•-

—'

Murray Lions Club
Donald A. Jones
Sid Easley
Robert O. Miller
• King's Den
Tidwell Paint & Floor Covering
Nat Ryan Hughes
Max Parker
Dr.LizaSpann
WoMan!&Club
,
Gardin Dept --Sirloin Stockade
Student Cunci-k-AB
i:trlaUsedCar
inn ;
:reirsoc.clIdta
r
.Treountry:s

. .

TRUMPET CLOSEUP - Kent Eversmeyer, an alto trumpet player, is pictured in the
-Great Bands"show.

Delta Department- Murray Woman's
Club
Purdom-Oldsmobile
Lindsey's Jewelers
Dr. James Byrn
Dr. Conrad Jones
Hatcher Auto Sales
West Side Beauty Shop
Murray-Rotary-ChilDr.& Mrs. James Hart
Dr.Lacy-Hopson
A. G. Wilson
The Cherry's

Rudy Lovett
Mr.& Mrs. Earl Nary
Bucks Body Shop
Friendly Finance
Big John's
Scottie Hart
Kiwanis Club F nr A-Brown
Knights of Columbus
Dewey Ragsdale
Big John's
, Murray Appliance
Furches Jewelry
hfichelsons Jewelry
asco

J. H.Churchill Funeral Home
Chuck's Music Center
Mr.& Mrs. Buddy Sykes
Murray Fabrics,Inc.
Jones Iron & Metal Co.
Dr. Wm.T. Doss
Waticv.. rahirlet RItIg Supply_
Sam Calhoun
,
Motor Parts & Bearings _
Woodfin:Hutson D:D.S. •
Pagliais

Interstate Battery System
Farmers Grain &Seed Co.,Inc.
,C.0.& Lucille Bondurant
„ Thurman Furniture,
Crass Furniture, Inc. •
•
-••
Murray Sewing Center
Murray Tennis Center, Mr:
Skit& Charlies
The Showcase
: J. E.,Littleton Co.
Shoemaker Seed Co.
Beales Inc.

Jerry's
Long John Silver's

HoTtorat Aelugin
•
McKeal EquiPment Compant,Inc;PDW Parts Distributors Warehouse '
Lernan Bros:,Inc.

-

k.
\

Roller Skating of Murray
Jim Adam's IGA
• Creative Printing
Artcraft Photography WNBS-WAAW Radio
Murray Lumber Co.Jim
-FaTii Motors
Dr. Hal Houston ;
Zeta
Murral Woman's Club
'''PqRsita
riatie
•

•••.
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Coal-Users toy

SeriouHtàtFiiii

....,-......„.. _ a __,.....--_-....
_yet

REAL ESTATE COURSES

energy certainly, but no Te_411___hill- estimate itt-and.Doessiber urtailment beyond the weather or delays is shiP•
says the state's
offered by
:
44catad___Abs.,_ suork..-.4fia voluntary-- measures already.:Jnents of coatalready on order
ha a union officer problemr accordtk to
Preiltet:tthe -strike "Will Tagil-- Energy Commissioner Damon . cutting
Kentucky
coal requested until at least the_sould force the utility to
lea,st anoiher month.
*
Harrison. _
precautionary
• koduction by 35 to 40 per cent. latter part of January," Royfr consider
All courses will bogia the week of Jae. IL 1918.
The nationwide coal strike is
utilities that burn coal to He said he believes the-figure said._
curtailments" of electricity
Courses Offered on the AIX GINIPIS
causing "some problems, generate - electricity isstillaccarate,
Ai that point, he spistficsere for business and-industry.
,.,•
Real Estate)
RES
132
(Basic
=
,•
."generally'are in pretty good
With utilities and.those.who
and Thursday,8 rd11:15-1C.m., Room
Tuesday
Sec.
1:
stockpiles
with
shape onteal"
burn coal at home apparently ‘"
154,
Education
Building.
large enough for about 60 well supphed, Harrison said,
Sec. 2: Wednesday,6 to 9 p.m., Room 154, Education
days, said Harrison, reached industry is likely to feel the
Building..
by telephoge Wednesday, the first major impact of the cow
RESI84(Real Estate Marketing)Tuesday,6 to 9 p.m.,
.30th4ay of We-UMW-walkout-- strike. a
6 Room 154, Education Building.
He said checks with the
"The impact, particularly inRES 238 (Real Estate Finance) Thursday,6 to 9 p.m.,
Department
4-•••••
Room 154, Education Building.
_
Resoorcesand191- wi
-tii
iiitina-com;
n -Wfa
Mr John C. 1.ong the fieto--ento4n044regin
'4°b5I
aiiiiiii
nclmanuf
pnr-tit
4"-iirisi
intImild
donii
etemiwi
.....„_BEs210Beal.- EstaleLiwo Monday
-subsielf-pahltshIng. - - -15‘Education Building.
-fore-pebrusii7..-he-L.-ntd:-----?erviewing local authors in a quell'
hóuL ,110 rounhesjava
Tinished-7RES 401 (Land Use Planning and Development)Tflur•revealed no severe_sflortaReS 'WP havere_tbad,
sub,
.nuseripta giftfbIP for hook.publiy.ation All
,
sday,6 to 9pin.,Room 30,7,131Leusees
among -thr MOO'to -100=.00----ititillit niimber blcalls about -."
-jecti Win be-considered, inCluding fiction and nonCoarset Offered at Pri..atsa b._
Kentuckians who burn coal for any big problems. I don't think
Tictionyoetryinvenlles,leligionshoOkii,ea. .-Estate Appraising) Thursday, 6 to 9
(Real
136
RES
'home heat
.
_ there's anybody who's going
He will be in Paducah in early March.
-"So many Of these are In to have a great number of - " - Tf rou haVeCoropleted a book-length manuseript
P•mRES 240(Real Estate Law)Wednesday,6to 9 p.m.- _
eastern 'Kentucky ,and the 'problems -before sometime- " f or nearly-so) On any subject- and Would like a' --'
mining area of western_ -next month."
Both cissses will meet in the George Cox
_ professional appraisalIwithOut cost or _obligation), ...,,,
,
Kentncky,-where-you have rho' • The 1:45tiiiville""-GliLibrary,114 South Harrison Street, Princeton, Ky.
please Write immediately and-describe your work.
iior three months supply in the Electric Co. announced at a
State whether you would prefer a morning, af- ,
Students may register for the courses at the first
basement," Harrison said
----news---fariferenee -Wecrneadair-7
-- • *moan,-orevening appointment, and kindly men- • -07-scheduled class meeting or during regular University •
Harrison said the Energy that it has coal enough for55 to
tion your phbne nturiber. You will receive a con\...outaistration. Melee for each course is 800;payable
Department sent' question- 65 days of operation, but urged formation by mail for a definite time and place.
time of registration. All courses are 3 hours credit and,
naires,to 222 Major coal users, customers to conserve elecAuthors with completed manuscripts unable to
all except RES 132 (Basic Real Estate) Meet the 30including
.manufacturers, tricity whenever possible.
- appear may send, therrf directly to us for a free
clock-hours of classroom instruction required by
schools alai governmerdal
Retiert'
'Li , Royer; vice
reading and evaluation:We will also be glad to hear
KRS324.092.
. . agencies,, and received . 126 president for opegations, said.
For Additional Information Contact
from those whose literary. _works are still in
---- replies. • --•"- -: --. - -14:18tE.carmot expert to - begiett
Sparlimelt:;_‘• - --• • .•
progress.--='
. "Looking at It, I don't see receiving newly mined coal
Mr. John-IL-tintwallas% Ckairbollie
•real bigProblems, not :for .twO-"tolhree weeks after _
Carlton
_ . milli' next Manth: Sometime the Arlie is settled because of
.
next month you might begin-to the time needed'for coat-reek ..,,,' •
Bon Phis:
Offtewisir
'hive sortie,' Harris& said. ratification, the beginning of
Phone(212)
He said some schools that mining and transportation of
- -- burn coal for heat may begin -'-'-eoaj. •to run short later this month.
•'We feel Our stockpiles are
U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE - Dr. Oline Carmical, Jr.,
LEGAL NOTICE
One UMW official predicted adequate to forestall any
who recently announted his intention to seek the
the strike will last at least into
1978 BUDGET
•
Republican nomination for the Kentucky U. _S. Senate
February.
CITY
OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
seat now held by Democrat '`Dee" Huddleston,
!be, strike first
told
--fotM11'press Conference_ olkidaY,lahuArY
Aitted I, predicted it vipuld
GENIAL
•
6, 10:00 a. m., in the hallway Just oytside the Kentucky
last two months,. said J.B.
DOG WARDEN %.
nEktuks
Secretary of State's office in Frankfort. An avowed op- _ ' Trout, UMW international
•
7,800
Sabo
ponenf of the_peona71.R_WW,7,7d-77elecntive board Member from
470
•
Securiti_
Property
Taxes
forced busing and abortion-on-dernand, Carcal has
the union's District ttt
............666
.
- 90"1"millefIrement . .....:.. .
Franchise
Taxes'
of iwacticaliy eves* position Huddleston
_now iir'unAlleAay_tai.
65
'
Blue Cross-Blne Meld
has taken. A Harlan County:native, Carmkal is an archmonths:
Sub-Total- --OW Expense
-- • .
•
500
' "The miners say they're
supporter of former California Governor Ronald Reagan
CATLETTSBURG;,
9,991
Business
License
Privilege
89,000
and will resign his professorship at Cumberland College,
willing to sit her out as long as .,tpp)- A federal Judge has
- wosr
Vehicle License
_
_ 84,500
*takes," saki-Vold,imbed-. -scheduled arginnentstoday on
'effective January 1; 1978, to campaign full-time for the
FIREDEP
' ARTMENT
Parking Meters
0
f15.1100
•-•
Senate. Our campaign -veil be based sole .,on the
by telephone at -the district's whether the federili govern- 287,802
Parlanst
mit
2,500P &darks
Pikeville office. He predictor' meat rePort on.. the'Scotia
issues, and I will give specific answers to any and all
_
Longevity.
3,120:
Building
•
that strikers' P".' °,.- mine disaster should be
6,000
*Illations asked so there Vaill be no doubts in anyone,
909 Sick Pay & Holidays Worked
• 44•
tnig License stay
tivities
aboutihi
"still
.
released
.18,426
mind on where I stand," said Comical, who denies
Police Court Fines.... • • ........
„._ _ ...90,900 SocialSecurity ,
11,000
•
„
'
- - - ''U.S:-District Court Judge H.
v
-same- havin:.a -photosraialsic Jnefekory.'! etf_s_saiy2 have
Insurance Tax150,000 Wonnen's Compensation."
;"1 do think Owl*** will. ,Itawid-Rermangdirfer or,
'
64a "Illiie-CiTttiintruAlltele-•
354,
ant-ahenisticitii recall of what lbavead
* try hi stay on the picket fines dered Abe U.S. Mining
4,500
69
.
900 offtuty Firemen
Municipal Add Tax
and heard," said the professor-turned-polifican, "and
1.
and try to get the non-union Enforcement and Safety
4,5001
Volunteers
32
,
421
KLEFPF
• that do my homeworic."
. people to sympathize with adaamatrehoft report sailed_ ..--TasCollection-Gliarge
2,500
*Radio
Telephone
9
,
000
•
,
•
'
(Photo %pulped by john P. Begley,
them,' he said.
2,400
last September on a motion by
Water & Sewer System-Grant Coordination Expense.. _4,000 utilities
Chairman, Carmkal For U.S. Senator)
rrison said a federal attorneys for the Blue
ma_ Office Records
.
,
.
•
Education
Coal Co. of Kno-vile, ern.
ce
3,100
.
Federal RevenueSharing
3-09,216
, ,„:4„
-".......s..........„..
.:•.,.
..,
2,600
ond is the parent
Blue
Gasoline ,.-` ,
5,500
company of Scotia Mining Co.;
Clothing AllOwithee
operator of the No. 1 Black
1,200
1,661,867 Misc. Expense & Supplies ,
Total
2,000
Mountain Mine at Oven Fork,
EXPENDITURES '
.1,....,...
-----7; Contingency_.__
3,600
Ky., where 26 men died in two
*Secretary
`-,.,,.,...
ADMINISTRATIVE& EXECUTIVE
Salary-Mayor
explosions in March, 1976.
-I
-6i
BattTetar-----44,
Blue Diamond attorneys ar- saiary_Attura_xmeric-5000
------,
Sala
„
gued that release of the MESA
--"
"
21,000 Fire Hydrants-----:
•
uncil & Treasurer
report would be prejuctictafin
4,900
Planning Commission& Board of Adjustment
$60 million damage suit filed
no,
Total .
1,100
against Blue Diamond by *- Housing Commnseion _ ----- '
400
.
widows of miners killed at Contingency
.4,1)(111
STREET DEPARTMENT - -'
Scotia. The company said the
Auditjagg
.......1-,500- -gib-tries
88,800
MESA report could not be un- Tax Assessor's Fee
- . •'-• -•:• .......
7•500 Seasonal tabor
5,300
biased because MESA . was' Tax Bills-Cost &postage
- •Bonding Expense
conducting recovery
operations at the mine when Dues-PADD,JPLOO,KML
6,61* Employee's Retirement
"
. .
the second explosion oc- Conferences-Mayor & Council
3,0130 -Social Security
5,895
Social Surity
curred.
1,866-- Blue Cross-Blue Shield
5,500
Retirement
/
Judge Herrnansdorfer dis....-„..„
2,247 Workmen's Compensation
••• 6,552
missed the widows' suit, but Blue Cross-Blue Shield
.
264 Clothing Allowance
1 000
Office
Expense
&Equipment
...
._
....
:
.............. ....8,000 Office Expense & Supplies
two other suits filed by
510
,.7,000 Utilities
miners'_widows are pending in Utilities-City Hall
1,000
Janitorial
&
Building
Maintenance
s5,000 Gas& Oil
Teckral court-The-judge has
7,000
1,000 Vehicle-Equipment Maintenance
maintained a temporary Supplies
7,400
General
Insurance
....._....20,000
restraining order blocking
..
Street Sign Repair
3,000
Women's
Compensation
•
500 Street Marker Replacement
•publicatloin of 'the MESA
1,500
report.
108,277 StreetMaintenance
Total
10,000
•In
december, . HerDrainage Rip-Rap & Tile CONTRIBUTIONS
mansdorfer continued the
Brush
Pick-up
Ambulance Service
resiraining order -and'set a
28'"w--- Leaf Pick-up
... 7,700
Murray-Calloway
County
Park
35000
,
hearing for 1 pari:" today for
169,177
Airport-Board
Sub
7,000
Total
arguments on the Matter by
70
Total
Street Paving Program(MAT
_
65,000
• attorneys.
OTHER EXPENSES
234,177
Street Lights
50,000"
Total
Building-Principal
.10,000
.........
Interest
.5,000
65,000
CEMETERY
Total
Maintenance-Equipment
.
5,118
CKEY-,PLANNF.R
••••
Salary
10,000
Grant Coordination .
4 00)
Car Expense
1,000
SANITATION DEPARTMENT
Office Supplies& Advertising
1,700
CENTRAL GARAGE
Planning Cost & Secretary
4,000
IANDFILL
Social Security
Id 'Salaries
,
181,968
Retirement
Like your home's heat as it escapes
1,015 Longevity&Sick Pay
•
,
4,200
througfi4n
Blue
Cross
-Blue
Shield
720 SocialSecurity ,
,,..:,
unigsulated attic, You don't see the ..A.tasteci
r41,200,
/
heat,
23„278 Retirement Total
12,300
butyoullsee'lts cost whenyot)get your electric bill.
Workmen's Compensation
,
10,000
Fun attic -insulation (R- 1-9) can help
-POLICEDEPARTMENT
Blue Cross-Blue Shield
15,500
block. this •
-salaries-Base
,
240,641(
, .....
heat To-S-s7 E
_ 179,216') Contingency 5,000
4..
- uTil6t- ypurtteaking costs-up -to- 4
0- petEquipment ifreiireciation,
62,000
- cent., And you can save even. more
Clothing Allowance \
money-Aqy ,
6,000
- installing the insulatioif
32,421 Office Expense4,200
•
.Longevity
3,01* Utilities
,
fir more information on the value of intuOtion
2,000
Sick Pay& Holidays Worked
5,000 Gas& Oil '
17,000
and how to install it, come by our office.
Social Security
k7,200 Supplies
_
3,000
Workmen's Compensation
-„11,000 Central Garage-Operation
1
.
1,500
Cross
Blue
-Blue Shield '
17,190 ---foodfill, ••,
2,000
Parking Meter Maintenance
Put US to work when
EquilimeneRepeirs& hAti_nterimice .
_
• -15400
Gasoline
looking to sell your
•
, .12,00 lifisceiTanebus
1,500
nothing Allowance . .
goods. Our stag is
on hand to help yob
Communications & Telephone
create ads that get
Office Supplies
, Total
354,368
results! Calf us now'
--Auto Maintenance91.864,897
Miscellaneous •
1978 Total Revenues e
2,
t.
1,664.897
grant Match Money
urray
1978 Total Expenditures
-'-Police cars

_ BY 131413EKGSTR9k'
1
flasciatififiress Writerentlicley's milb? COat
u.wrs have not been seriously
hurt by the first month of the
• United Mine Workers strike,-

I

S.

Murray State University

HAVE YOU
WRITTEN-A BOOK"

^

late_ link

Firproveciciverve*istylen-.--i-

-

Judge Schedules

num

Arguments On

Scotia Report

M.0-11r,

mr
oo

•

At our

service

Ledger &limes'.
•Ph 153.1919'

TOtal

387,122

'Revenue Sharing

4,67°,20

0
0

•

AJcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U S Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
Inhalant Abuse CaMALI Deaths
NIDA found that children
usually start sniffing inhalants
-' They may not be the most
before they try tobatiiiii and
widely used drugs in the
alcohol. The experimenting is
United States, but in 1976
_usually done id& friends or
alone, civet laz.people died
siblings, although there is
from inhalant abuse-wfth
some preliminary research to
about 2,000 more requiring
show that children without
:. ....etnergency man or crisis cat- tq%Intent, Wadants are a_ brothers or sisters rarely use
"
.'• •""ifr stibstanCes --tnIfIffiter(ther-ptiriti-ravi-shown-that blacks-Ise
_ whiFtrgetterally - producey9.13:
ants ties often than any other
tile fyines. They include WOethnic group tad-that (Atonic
•.
sy-ptint,-paint thinner.
inhalant abusers often come
, vegetable oil sprays, glues, and
from unstable-tind disorgan,transmission fluid. Unfortunized families frequently with
ately, these substances are
one or both parents alcoholic.
. cheap and available. In addiPatterns of inhalant abuse
-- WTI, organic nitrites, packdiffer in Various cconimunitx,.
aged in products with names
and ethnic groups. or *ex- like Rush and Locker Room,
ample, one study of native
and nitrous oxide cartridges,
Americans found that-6S-per--designed to create foaming ac_ cent of the tribe's inhalant
tion in foods like whipped
abusam-iteseeream ar* =ad-in the general population
The National Institute- on
women account for an MU• Drug Abuse (NIDA) estimated 25 to 30 percent.
mates that about 7 million
- Because inhalant abuse inpeople in the United States
volves so many kinds of.prodhave either experimented with
ucts, many ef.--which are regor are chronic abusers of-4athe-1troy-Emmen!:•
halants. Most lit yôuA fie----elated
)11tDA is coorZnating the intween 7 and t•7 years old, or
vo4yuacni of several Agencies
poor. Sniffing Offers an bibs. •
pensive, easily-- scoessible,- .....,10_cle_yelop_new„strategies, for
painless "high" whirls occurs - reducing and preventing inhalant abuse. These Agencies
rapidly and lasts for a few
are the Drug Enforcement
minutes afterinhalation.
Administration (DEA), the
Death front sniffing is sod.CE•nsumer Product Safety
- -den;iiithont 'Warning, and can
-Commission (CPSC),--the Enhappen the 'first or 1,000th
vironmental Protection Agentime. The actual cause of
cy (EPA), and the Food and
death is often reported as a
Drug Administration (FDA).
heart attack or suffocation,
One effort at discouraging
and many deaths from inhal-inhalant abuse already untter
ants go undetecied.way is the requirement that
Neurological disorders infood, drug, and cosmetic aerovolving comprehension prob;
sol cans print warnings stat-,
lems, memory loss, and-visual
111It--intentional misuse
impairment have been found by 'deliberately concentrating
—in chrenio inhalant abusers.
andinharing the contents can
is p.ese 1d3' trying to
be harmful or fatal."
determine whether these prob- VIDA:plant toi spend more
lents exist prior to or are
than $1 million in the next
.. •caused by using inhalants.
year on inhalant abuse reAnother study sponsored by
search. Preyention. and neat.
ment. Projects supported by
Slip
will-oary-from
laboratory testing of inhalant
jiternicals tQ3tudyiflg the
cause and extent of the prolp
,n.differeat ethnic_ groups.,

Specials Good

1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681

We Reserve The Right To limit Ogantities

Smuckers

R9s• Dal,

•

SLICES

PINEAPPLE

- arRys HARVEST
- BLOSSOMS
BUENOS AIRES(API
geptina harvested 1.5 million
tons -rd7citrucfrutt-duriltir
past gfowingup_11
cent fr
: Po
Economy-Ministry here.
Orange production- was up 10
percent, lemons- 174- percent
andgrakfmlit.3.4 percent. Only
mandarin oranges declined by
3 9 percent_

Del Monte
Pineapple Gr'fruit

I UR Pkg.
• Duncan Hinel
• op/812141a Penhae• •
• Sr Mom En!edhig 4,,,0
11 Batty Am'.
mix
•
• WO

414,_

CAKE

Bonus-Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

0
5

2

Golden

slice of real Ky. Co. ham, 2 eggs
and hot biscuits with redeye
gravy.
Reg r 85 JUST $2.50

There's No Finer MeatThan Owen's Best

*-COUNTRY NAM SANDWICH:7,41*• g Ky. Co.ham with fries.
PPP' S2 15 JUST

$1.95

-*COUNTRY HAM DINNER—Center
cut slice of the finest Ky.
ham...served with crisp salad,
your choice of potato and cornbread with white beans.

Boneless
Breakfast

---Reg.a.75JUST $2.99

7, Montereei,fgek -

,

riefro Lean

3to4Lb.

.-96 To ChOtto rootSolidNorthemkHardrock Maple with Formica Top,Exterition table and 6 chairs.
List Price $498.00
-*
.$325.00
-

Broyhill sofas in imported velvets.
factory_suggested price $781.00
Salei'ke$395OU
'

Solid Oak with round tablv and extention with 5 chairs.
j----Factsity-tiotitt s4o7.00----sakpike...$285.00

Beautiful shades of bro4,n, blue andlihtieeffon_plishect cottowitons—
r•

Nostalgia from Broyhill in beautiful oair,:_7--piece...mitz_beaxy_siak.:
pedestal with extention table with six chairs.
Factory Suggested Price $1161.00
*Sale Price,.$650.00

Big bold and beautiful in 100% nylon, Broyhill Early American Comfort.
Factory List Price $627.00
*Sale Price:..$375.00

al eileition table wititsireane back chairs, all seven pieces. -;
-afsmoo
•
)kste Price...$440.00

Imported Cut velvet on waters, The finest in quality youll find.
Factory suggested price $876.00
*SalePrice....$47500—.

-American of Attartiosville Anst-witisparquetfn-lay top on cniaiextention
table with 6 cliairs
list Price $1081.00
*Sale Price.:.$665.00

_

401-11n9.511er4d------77,
Queenlizz_dietta
_TUVALU hill si7e Sento eddirili
for $149
-.95 petset
PERFECT SLEEPER BEDDING FROM SERTA

StratoloUnger Rocker Recline.
Factory List $214.00
itsate_pdc,.$125:00

factory_list.$279.Q0set
*Sale Price. $210.00 sett

Big, Big Jumbo Stratolounger
List Price $319.95
Sale Price...$195.00

-

High Style Wing Back in nylon velvet
, List Price $339.95
*Sale price. .$225.95

-36 Suits To Choose FromBig heavy construction in all wood from Broyhill. Beatiiiiul pine with
triple dresser, hutch mirror-large 5_drawer chest and hutch bookcase
bed. Factory List $1023.00
*Sale Price.. $465.00

SOFA-LOVE SEAT COMBO--19 Combinations To Choose FromSuper comfortable and durable with Herculon fabric, all leversable
cpAhion.
List Price $811.00
* Sale, Price...$475.00

Colonial styling in wormy maple from Bassett, Features high poster bed,
5 drawer chest and triple dres%er with
_- minor.
List Price $937.00

Luxurious high grade velvet on traditional frame sofa and love seat.
Suggested Price $837.(10
* Sale Price...$495.00

Solid Pine from American of Martinsville, triple dresser With door-door
chest-poster bed.
List Price $846.00

*Site Price...$423.00
Seite--frOm.Broyhill, features triple dresser with door, 5
734leee=4)altWiiiinor
—ibilibed.
ikawerchest on thest-i- -List Price $997.00
.
*Sale PriCe...$65000

Contemporary Styling in Super Durable vinyl fabric,sofa and love seat.

_ Solid hard rods:m.41e froniSumter, triple dresses:, 5.drawer Chest.ostihest,beck'List Price $90.00
*..$650.00

__EVERTITEM IN THE STORE iS REOUCE11-SUBSTANTUALLYThese Are-Only A Few Of The Great Values Available Now
• AttrErfritRiWIO:VtINitingttlif Big
•

A-

-

the Kentucky anise k_feells=
keeping track of private in- lobbyists that if they do not tered as a lobbyist for the city
•
terest advocates as far back comply with all requirements of, Louisville.
Others on the list include
as the 1950s.
of the law, their names will be
The book is a compendium forwarded to the county grand Tom Stickler of Lexington,
of information about .special Jury after the 1970 session representing the.. Reproductive Freedom League, an antiinterest groups, ranging from adjourns.
abortion
group.
coal operators,-railroads and
Corns was lenient during the
.1 4otail lobbyists represent a gasoline dealeriFti'doctors' 1976 sessioh, allowing loband nurses' groups, abortion byists extra time to file ex- single entity. Some lobbyists
foes, and merchant; ind
....3
1
p ise
.yrtemintemortstrma
reports. ButCans has registered for more than one
fF --ortarrieetient-Seite- weeps.Some Of the names are/often nor the time to give second have more than one lobbyist
working during the legislative
in the news, including Aaron chances this session.
Slaughter of the United Auto
in addition to registering , session. For example, the
eiduAy tiasohnv -Deaiers--Workers unidifin-LouisvW,
attorney generars
five
has
Charles Bead of United Mine office, lobbyists also must Association
Workers District 23 in western submit
a
letter
of registered lobbyists; the
Kentucky and Kerney Cole of authorization from the group Farm Bureau Federation has COMPARE Jeremiah 23
the
Kentucky
Railroad they represent within 10 days at least three.
to what is happening
FILM, FUSM
The journal provides space
after registering.
'Association.
•- _
today. Just how far
CAMERAS, FRAMES
areas
Atop the journal is a stack of
Lobbyists have until 30 days for lobbyists to indicate
away from God's true
Artcroft Studios
they
in
legislation
which
of
copies of ,a letter from after the end of the General
words have we willingly
_..._ 1111%1.121h 7534033
Fraitklin
County
Com- Assembly session to file a will be interested.
a Park* Al NW DOM
allowecl onrselvella-be
repreGalbreath,
Gatewood
monwealth's Attornipkilay report an epensegalley-W_,
led? Read what -Jesus
cured while lobbying.-- • •-•" "sentitit 7the. Kentucky 'Marisays in Matthew 6:24.
A new name on the ledger juana Feasibility Study Inc.,
Who are you serving?
this year is that of Norbert stated his aim bluntly:
mammal
ACROSS
For
assistance call 7532 Compass
1 Vegetable
Blurne. The,former speaker of "Changing marijuana laws."
Answer to Wednesday's Puule
0984.
6 Bow of
-*Baby
3roTlt
as
tfog
CUM @NOM MU
RUM WORM UMU
hy;I trill„,„„1
a
W
5 Danger
15100 @MENU111311
041I1 MIMES@
iRailroadab tr ) SilkwormDMMJ MULI
-timeThemt
8 Street MWEI 111UU MWWWW
811Y
'-- Fireurdffin
7511411
Ithltlf3ia Suit/naiad
- spreader
9 Gasp -for BMW LIDIO DOU
17 Chinese
Police
75M411 breath
1410171
C1114141111
• distance
Greitilaki
Rescue . .
153-052
- --measure
NUMMI! MRS
11 Seines - - NNW
iS Insect egg
UMW 111NU
m bolito
16
Wears
away
19 Formally
Likir.1
NOM
20 inter
Hospital
precise
PADUCAH Ky.TAP)-Rá- ivork
22 Part of'10 WU @WHO Utlil
21 Roman
Emergency ..., 151-5131:
be
Learning
Things,
in
49
36
dioactive gas released after a
deities
was
expkosion
The
'23 Kindet R1OP
. 50 Reverberation
law
'
Humane Socielv • 23 Trained
pump
at
exploded
Union
in
nuclear,
Cart
chemical,
not
24
Quote
37 Shipwornis 54 Vast age
27 Pronoun
753 3535
25
Pronoun
"400
1
neiffier'
56
Command-Mrbide's uranium enrichment nature, -and- -"hardly in- 28 Handle
26 Owing
sex
horse
Compiehensae
'29 Pair
plant here does not pose any terrupted plant operations at
30 Cloaca
43 compass 57 Suparlative-,_
31 Man's
.
Cara
..
. 1534611
—
singing
ending
point
danger,
officials say. all," Hopkins said.
nickna,rne
birds
45 Latin
58 French of
34 Near
PiControl . 151-75O
Clyde
plant
equipment
Hopkins,
Backup
manwas
32
Pilaster
conjunction
the
35 Weirdest
Senor Citizens -753429
33Inquisitive 47 Gray
ager, said Wednesday that the being used while the damaged
- 61 A state
38 Negative
(colloq )
48 Tab
(abbr.
39 Man's
153-181
piping
at
detectable
"ltt
and
equiPubmd
'nickname
-.1 )'4. 4
.
tilts
lilsid
ot
all"
plant
area
de
the
and
was
-replaced,
lie
said.
.
41 Ocean
hopkins 811d the
t,
"\- posed no-health threat.
44 College
..,,,,.
The pump, which exploded which enriches uranium for
degree
lit :_ _
'ie.
•:-*
(abbr )
,about midnight CST Tuesday, use as nuclear power plant
•••••
.4
46 Flight of
••
_,,.. .
/•,,,..,:.
ti
-Nov,
v.
WM 0ri the second floor of Ei fuel,has operated since 1951
.....
-...
••••••.m.•P•.:•t
steps
•:•1.••••
1
'..' :,•:• 77
• 48 Musical
___ . '
•••• baldil g, and no one was with no similar pump failures.
•••
•
4.v
instru men t
,
- --- - kil g on the floor at the---"What happened we don't Si Slave
.
'
...4.4
=Parcel of
e, opkins said.
—know,
" he saki.
land
16'
He s id no workers were ex.
=The plant uses a gaseous
!IS ___„,
37
.'34
Symbol f
_
13410f HOTS
- _ -liffusion process in which
42
4 1-Posed to the. gas.
INCOME
TAXES
55 Guarded
devices on the uranium is converted to gas
- -47-_____,
pouit
and
concentrated
the
$WTOun&ngthTpfth1t
80 Residenc 1 _
to
1910e
Bu een troAlkeep
62 Bacteriot gist'i
x.0ioi
the _Where it can be used as fuel,
ted
wire
and
_
Tax
or...
..,....
Service,
Hopkins
gas
said.
fluoride
hexa
- 83 Through
sweat
.
,
.,
52
•••••• .11Railroad--Ave.
Murray, 64 River in
.
_-..,--exploded
that
explosion,
was
been]
pump
after
The
:•:.
the
N!...
—. Siberia
Call 753-4636 or 753-3996
59
:•:. ..
--ift,the "depleted uranium
HOW -said.
---- 85 Deposits
•:*:
after 5 p.m.
But he said the amount -withdrawal system," he said_
DOWN
_
::::
----.'
63
_
meaM red was less than one- "That's at the end of the procflying
where-the-waste stream
he
limit foisurroundings where people comes out."
More lobbyists were expected
to add their names today to
the long list of lobbyists who
already have registered with
the attorney general for the
1978 Kentucky Legislature.
The list grew to +20 Wednesday as 43 Of the lobbyists entered their names and
relevant information in the
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F
GONNA_ RAY HOCKEY!

YOU COCOLONtr LiKE 70 6E1
failf-A-14)CkEY-5TiCK

first iniertiotrte oats for
correction
This.
nowsporw will be
cesporsiblirrHoe. only
oft fficomec!
9i
M —ANY ERRORS-HOO
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY-5e-M-4SE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFUL( Y
AND NOTIFY is-potomf-Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

FOR ..WATKINS
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
OW PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
X 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
7534)035. Free parking
lot, use....ciur rear en
:
-SELTONE
FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

•
Who financed
our new car? •
FOUR
YEAR
OLD
female Blue Tick coon
Turkey Bay area of
Land Between Vie:.
Lakes. Reward offered. .

STRAYED FROM South
9th Street, white and
• liver - Pointer bird dog.
Collar with name plate.
Call Hayden Jackson
7534337.

NEED ONE or two people _
to strip dark tobacco,
,
Call 753-6672 after 6 p.m.

WANTED
woes ii st-e•;«
wel, regard shop, seem
bookkeeping. Semi restamlie

EXWANTED
PERIENCED body
man. Call, 753-7357 or
753-4509.

P 0 Box 124, Murray, Ky.

.
OPPORTUNITY
Positiow-oPen for entry
into new paraprofes- siimal-daarear-4ie Id. Experience not
necessary, will train
Plensant working
conditions. Prefer some
college and moderate to
excellent typing skills.
Ideal for lady whose
children are grown or in
school. :Send: brief
resume to Box 32-M, c-o
Ledger Az Times.

WANT TO !WV - travel
trailer, 22' or larger.
Call 753-7450.

-iaL A N TS, GIFTS;
novelties, iiliotterY•
Wilt-SC Inventory at
cosi b--a-fuabe budding.

Help
Wanted

--Full time dinner cook,Must be able to cook •
meats, vegetables and '
. Apply in person •

Lakesam& Cali302-527r
1227.. lipGIFT _SHOP, 10 years
same location, Main
Hwy,:Lakes Area, Good
established
Tourist
Business. Call 502-5271227 for location.
•
GROW ,EARTNWORMS
for profit Free DataWORM WORLD. I 10 LDenver, Colorado-K.210or call Mr. James.
•
Ccalect

LOANS AVAILABLE for
existing business, new
. • business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans,- signature loans,
104-S.
- up to $25,000, farm loans
some6/
3
4 per cent
---All'projects considered.IOTABIJAHED emPa
, PT
Cat 1-502-885-1795
Jam, exPasunng into --"
-•'
•-•3eNTWaea Sand
7
Western
'Very
days a week. .
generous profit sharing.
Part or full time weak_
—Sea 70-1174.

•
Old crystal C.B.:
radio's,
Mari
U.H.F., and Rusinesir
_Band.--Brolten-41.1C,Need ownersman
Also need Johnson
Menger F MI**
Face) ant) ...TBC•211,
Cid375M1345-anytime

homes. Call 1427-83.v

FIREWOOD for sale. Will
deliver for $15_ and UP!
Call 759-1701.

- HI-NEIGHB010 'Tiitil---,
Plue Lustre for cleaning,
Rent • electric s ant panel/I-Western Auto.
lioaneW"'Wishing Wefl
Gift Shop:

$15•00 rick delivered•
- All eligible Ian$11.00 you pickup. Call
•
STUFFERS AND Mailers
_
7674785.
downers and farmers URGENTLY
NEED- ..._.
cannow get group in-, _
per
'EDF\-: 82100
surance - (Excess
-'- Aluidred GUARANMajor Medical) - at-TEED. Send self;
low group rates. For a
---iidZieliiied --itinipa free brochure call
envelope, TK EN- Bennett and Associates,
TERPRISE, Box- 21679,
203 South 5th Street,
Denver, CO 80221.
Murray, 753-7273 or 759---- --..--_.
-AN-ORIO OIL CO. offers --- '-PLENTY OF MONEY
plus rash bonuses.,
IONSTINISTNINPUJECT SUPERINTENDENT
fringe benefits to
heavy weight.
mature in ividual •inMigray_lirea,tftegar___Shopping center e
preferred..
dlest,of experience, •
writikirRead, Pres.
Will interview Saturday, January, noon-6 p.m.
American
Lubricants
with Mr. Arthur at the Pad•ueah
Co., Box 696, Dayton,
Ohio 45401. .
SOMEONE TO babyait
and do housekeeping
• weekday afternoons. 125. Own transportation
and
references
required. Call Marion
Posey, 753-9W,_
• FULL TIME experienced
cook. Apply at MurrayCalloway County - Ior
Citizens Office, 203
South 5th.
-SALESPERSON must be
neat and dependable.
Full and part time
available. Apply in
person - to- 'Danny
Crabtree at the College- ----

'Minimum 2 years technical 'AC-lino' bi- eiltifiralenf-- applied-electronics and eiectro-inectiarticaf. Ereperience -required. Must- have thoroughknowledge -. of video circuitry, electromechanical servo systems, computer TT!. logic.
circuits,-flow chart interpretation, octal/hexadecimAl computer programming. Must
have ability to repair-video tape records, Singer
PholoMk coinputers,_computer editing terminals, display and printing electronic
calculators. Contact office of Personnel Services, MSU,7,62-2146.
FOLIAT OPP

COOK. Experienced only.
See Suzanne Holesclaw
at Holiday Inn.
PART ?WE HELP for
downtown retail 'store.
Hoars 9 to5,/Experience .
helpful but will train.
Apply in own handWriting, giving age,
Insnitat-iftaTe6,-3
references. Apply to Box

- Larry &Mt
wants to whence he
has moved to

Loon Riley
Ford
in Benton,Ky.
and wants to invite all
his
friends
and
customers torall him.
Call collect...
• 5;7-3177

-

HELP WANTED steam presser. Experience
preferred.
Counter personnel.
Clerking 'experience
- preferred. Apply in
person at - Boone'sCleaners, 605 Main. No
phone calls. Good hours
-and good pay.-

Dixielan4Center. 1,furra‘. h

Six Operator Salon
\e-u iii haw tate I ngersttv
Fir %fore hrlimnatioh Con

753-8162
•

Av—zifier6:00.P.'4.

.

_

r
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29. Mobile Home Rentals

OVEN ELEMENTS for
ONE:AUTOCRAT 4fis -a)I 'ifettlie -ranges.'
Smoke detectors,
- ibeater;-- 70,009 wry
Regular $36.95 for
hourly input rating,
$24.95.. Battery included.
'$M. One Warm MorRowland Refrigeration,
ning gas heater; model
--'11F6X-MX8-30-X8-11111-'• ----110-ScruirriltfrStreet.
---hourly- Input rating. sto:- - 16. Home Furnishings
Hoover upright vacuum,
GAS RANGE and 4 gas
_.
Gan_
- heaters -With. bloWerS.
2EL2A2A.35..

--%;;;I'''
3a P ct., (

1

43 Real EstatP

43 Real Estate

Real F %Litt

43 Real Estate

THREE
AILBOATS 20. par.cep FURNISHED
ARC, REGISTERED
KO P RU
bedroom,itath, central . Dobermans black and
' Sunfisl and
off AIM,
RENTAL PROPERTY Waldrop Realty
air and heat. Washer - tan or red and rust. Call
Force-51 Free delivery
RE I.
$3,600 potential income
I Busmess
3.30,
after
9
,
753_594
lot.
Large
and dryer:within 50 miles. Great
"For Real Service
on this duplea -Make 11tau 753.4091.
Smce 956
christingis giftfor iwhoie
In Real Estate"
.
13 per cent on your in753-5646
Lomax..jiy,, Lake Sailsr#,
REGkSTERg_D Treeing.
,
Main 753.1222
7
vestment
also
have
walker pups. Call 435Ilighutay_,62,. Calvert_TWO ilEDROCIlkiiiailer.
income property
4463.
Call after 5,753-4070.
CitY, Ey., WednesdaYavailable in the form of SELL YOUR FARM *121 SO0aUTH,2 rooms 3
.Satgrdarcalt 395-7844 or
baths, ,brick 14 rental units filled to
Kopperud
through
MOBILE HOME Spaces. SIAMESE _KITTENS,
veneer,
kitchen &
large
allele
eaPacI83;11
.
--Per eentWe. -• - ' have
Main.
-Realty,
ittittiont_Jac. Male at:4,40ft
sj
had711
many
inquiries
____dyneues,,tentral
heat &
1•••••••••
•
coach Esau& south
FIREW0bD, all hickory
Cal
-1711117115-ieres,3 mi. from
..-- •
. •r • available
_Call us
regarding„ all types of - - • •
tow,
$13.1:
okay eiewmalie. .
. • Watt,
rzr_
f
.
,FOR SALE Baby Orand
and 00)4_45- and it> per
or
-cit.Y._437..1/13.....Call
,
_
.
tta
r
1ntle
jobs
farm
acreage
land and
.-Pisika.__voillut- finish,
a=a,
i-D-VPAwirieiri"r.--- excellent condition.
. tracts. If you have a
14111.11/2 -7634492.
slightly higher. Quick
Rest
-IWO Majors
machine, zig-zag, all
Rent
for
Apartments
32
acreage
or
-farm
tract to
Interested parties only.
delivery. Call between 5
•'AEC -GERMAN short
'753:8081,attachments.
regular
sell, contact u.s at 753NICE FURNISHED -" haired Pointers. COMMERCIAL
and 9 p.m. 437-4228.
Call 1-362-4072.
SOWS perfect. Fully
you_U_ye
if
Also
-1222.
PartinenLinqUitt400:7_,Guaeubteed• _healthy_ ___IPROPEIM for sale.
__Aguaranteed. Full rash -,-,-- 24 Miscellaneous
John C.
been wanting to pur"etas.flub
South 130i Street. - - .
SALE - RUTH'S Ladle's - price, $39.50: Payments
.
,354.8226
.. Located on South 12th
matMADE
contact
CUSTOM
acreage,
chase
Os type Wee sytryllell
Neubauer
for
location
Ideal
Street.
be
-. Wear-. Prices halt off.
Call
arranged.
may',
_
INWts se sive es a cab.
NICE ONE and two
tress for antique beds or
restaurant, or any retail e•-• us for an update on
4Peritsults $8.00 reduced
Realtor
-Martha Hopper, 354direct
Buy
campers.
sale
for
listed
properties
bedroom.
rtirriPnts
•
x
137'
- to $4.00, $10.00 reduced
Hume, Or TrISTINC-7- business. This is a
8619.
_
•
Its; Your P..roperty With Us
- from factorL_and save. _,....ComebyliUtL.
in Calloway County, We.
$L00,_ - 19. Farm Equipment
753-1N3 Anytime
business
7134101
prune
'
.• -:483 int
'
TI°N'Beaute111- .-end
---".'See--Taiiir -.- -allail --. , _ , . .
SOS Mein St.
at
Realty
Kopperud
Kop• S2.00 and $33 00. Dresses,
Phone
location.
2
1
/
2
4
spacious
bedroom,
and
provide a complete
NICE SMALLAurnished
$4;00. Prewashed flannel 4020 JOHN DEERE . Bamboo, Wicker
perud Realty, 753-1222
in
bath - home
furniture.
Wises
Bra...o
ap0rtment_ikr
range of Real Estate
rent
2100
model.
shirts, 84.00 sizes up to
tractor, 1972
for more information.
Gate:thorough SubService. Phone us today.
• WeSkRY- Matzen sat- Come by 1414 Vine.
44. • Blue jeans, $7.00
actual hours- Call 753division. Almost 3,000
FREE
Furniture. 1136 South REALTORS
--2347. -reduced to $3.00.
:
square,feet of, corn
1Phone
MILE
20
3rd,
Paducah,
SAVINGS. Come to
fortable well designed
443-.
DELIVERY
Kirksey tuM- right Onliving area in this 2=7534984
Nuinber In
--story-:=•-lbrick- home,
rew _ Ctnirek_s_
AIL
,k> FREE
notes.3 'gat--Central
-SISSONUTENITH-117 left. Open 9
then t
South 12th at Sycamore
gs Termite
-beat,. lovely fireplace,
Sala-Lowest prices
a.m.-6 p.m. Closed
Roared wit r•tdr-WhilTiF84. Also bars stykt,
room. , TELEPHONE 753.1 061
formai-dMing_
Inspection
_ ever.." _color ,Peretolst-For All Your
mobile home od-ons, enel pelt's, or U-BUILD, pre-caradsuAddy r
_Wednesdays.,
private patio with gas
_1121/38.:_lift_save
7......frOM
to assertible se tri 74 1144. arty die best for less.
vre-toultr-ge-iwi----W-ALLEI'- WA
Real Esfete Needs
_
-and
gill
_ ntimmillogmbW
-*veld Cindy Osorteasts
CROSS
FIJRNISHED
4;
9
you inCineY: Triglinkty2 story
/
'4 bedrooms, 11
U ED
a
take
not
Why
andOn?
Is
at New Concord. $50
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
19 miles West of
located on deep lot near
excellent_ for land•
look_ at this quality
Murray. Over 15 years -- month. Call 436-2427. Kelly's Termite
the
in
priced
university
scaping or fence post.
home-it may be jusl
of Zenith sales. and
teens. Call Loretta Jobs '33 Rooms For Rent
Call after 4, 1-898-7950.
& Pest Control
what- you've_• been
. service. Call 1-382-2174..
Realtors, 7534492.
looking for. Phone 753SHARE HOUSE in town.
sem/ awl ow-m.4
Saturday, ileerary 7, 1178 ,.'
. New. bilit
_FRIGIDAIRE _
▪
ortil
R,ealty.
Kopperud
1222.
TABLE 'IGIODtL RCA' • Call 753-8761.
lea AM
b Mist
TABLE Dishwasher.
_ colar----2.-11- Perfect__TWEE=
.-1011Sooth 13th St
447 N. Poplar-Renton
Purdom & Thurman -the latelitillterd
meth et
Good corkliton: Call 753Phone 753-3914
- - -condition. New tubes put "PROVill411111111. Wield,an be GNI nonfarm. 3280 before 5, 436-5524
Insurance & Real Estate
in Christmas. Reason TWO BEDROOM house, 1
e r Els)
Roaches,
after 6.
Will sell odd furniture, lots of antiques and collecSouths,de Court Square
-was liven a
block from campus,$165 4
for._selling
whd Shrubs
_
tors items, that have"been handed down for a hui_
After Sours --Kentucky
-----Murray,
per mon . a
new-T.V.for. Christmas.
dred years. Extra fancy wood cook stove, wood
FURNACE --- biower----VS9-1 716
753-4451,
$75.-Can- be seen at 1105.
heater
and 8 or 10 ricks of wood. Glass door pie safe, .
moet, new and
W. Main or call 753-5569. TWO BEDROOM hotise
753-9625
521-14611
Dill-Electric, 753-9104 or„
walnut tin door pie safe, old kitchen cabinet, oak
11l 0. I •
of
first
1111.05 •
...h,C.OSi
available
27. Mobile Home Sales
chairs and rocker4.pak dining table four Bentwood
•tb•-753-1551.
January, $13 month.
chairs, little ice box, old beds, old battery radios,
12 x 65 UNFURNISHED 3
can 247-0255, Mayfield.
LARGE COMMERCIAL
feather
beds, wash kettle, tripod and-hooks, bean
bedroom, bath and half,
lot-Corner or US-641
36 For Rent Or Lease
pot and tea kettle, flat irons, choice little collector
central gas heat and air,
and Green Plains
Open Weekdays
items in glass and china, fancy kerosene lamp, old
windows. HORSE' STABLE for
storm
Church Road.-Measures
Mon -Wed 8-1
andirons, lots of hand gardening and carpenter
also
land
pasture
rent;
-Hurricane straps, less
1.74 acris. Adjoins IAN
Closed On Thursdays
The people of Stewart Coluity.-wish to
lawn mower and-tiller, two 12" Ford plows,
tools,
Mike
Call
available.
$7,000.
old.
years
than 2
Railroad right-of-way on
8-230
Sat.
*Frill
horse
drawn tools and gearjohipf good items not
t
_
tharik
at:
753-8850
t
liatnnack
•
-Ca11-75$411113.the listed. For information calk•Hoir Curs !Scives
-13 .between 8 and 5.
Department for their .generous toy offor retail or
locati
209 Walnut Street
12 x SO mobile home, 3
Chester mil Miller
service businesses. If
fering sent to Stewart County.'
=
Call this amber after S:00 to assure prompt Sinittauliat-la
bedroom, 11
2 bath. Call FOR RENT OR LEASE-- -b-itekiited, eau &bum
/
Auction Service
needy farna.es during the awistmas
3 or 4 bedroom *Rise.
• 3685
753-2670 after 4 p.m.
Iteafty,,753-3744 or 7537----11811-4121 - Lyme ken,Ky.
7
Also efficiency apart- om
• • days.
I
REST 2
meat.1603 College Farm ,
•
Rd Call 492-8225.
bedroom. Gas heap and
central air. 14ke new
Partly furnithed:SeeatRh'iera Courts or call
MACHINERY
FARM
753-3280 before 5, or 438a

4<1

WILSON

311

-

Murray

759-1707

A CTIO SALE

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

Catda Thanks

y New Year

*-

29. Mobile Home Rentals 11
MOBILE HOMES and
----mobile home spaces for
37 iestock Supplies
between
rent, at Riviera Courts.
hodftra..
lerated
Estate.
T,INGRAM
HARRY
Call 7534280.
-11yrand-{inistrCityi Tenn.. on
--StAliGAPPERING- -and
,
114ACTORS
-$4 THREE
x
10
processing. Hogs
(Quad
Tractor
4430
Air)
and
Cab
Deere
,John
BEDROOM m °bile
scalded and processed.
Range}; John Deere 4430 Trader (Quad
Range) 18.4:38 R&C Duals)(IffelainrDual
:Ventral heardrid - Grain fed freezer beef
PlIkletsi; Jgi DepFe.,.6630 Tragrirjkpiot
. Thir-r*.-Wr1-901441r=
preferredcanopy) (15.4.t.* ROC Duals) (Quad Range
Transmission); John Deere 42311 Tractor
required.
References
Meat
8201. Paris
(Sharp); 1171 Ford 5096 Diesel Tractor.- Call 435-4526 or 435-6293. , Processing.
1967 Ford 5000 Diesel Tractor; John Deere 4020 Diesel Trotter; Ford

uesdayi January
10:00 A.M.

KOPPERURIEAL

4000 Tractor I 1964 -Model); Ford 801 Tractor, Massey-Ferguson 50
Tractor I Live PTO.)(Spin-Out Wheels); Ford 601 Tractor (Sharp):
Albs Chalmers W1365 Tractor.
UNA 1411111041ENT
•
iohn Deere 5-16" Breaking Plow (on land hit); 13 Foot John Deere - 110 Wheel Disc; II%
foot John Deere-220 Center-fold Disc; 14 Foot
John Deere-110 Wheal Disc; Kill Bros. Gravity
•
Wagon (Hydraulic unloading auger); S Foot
Won Blade;

v

-Intijrnational 56 Planter t Double Disc(peners)(Fertilizer Attachment) i Planted 200 Acres I; 4 Row John Deere Rotary Hoe (3
Point); Jobe Deere 48 Front End Loader (Dual Hydraulic Cylmer
Becket); John Deere 17 Hole Wheat Drill; John Deere RG-4
Cultivator (Spring Shank); John Deere 1258 Breaking Plow 5-16" Bottoms (3 point ; New Holland Hay Rake; John Deere 216 Silage
Wagon; John Deere 214 Silage Wagon; John Deere 35 Silage Cutter
12.11.0w) (Row Croy Head) (Pick Ile Attactsnenti: John Deere 13
Foot AW Wheel Disc; John Deere *W. Hay Bailer PTO); Arts
Way 4000 Front End Loader (Dual Cylinder)(8 foot hydraulic bucket
and grab hooks); Hesston 12 Foot_ftudra-Swing Wind Rower 2 years
old)

COUNTRY CLASSIC!!

.

What you've always dreamed of! Countryliving
on 20/
2 acres in beautifiiMy designed home that
1
offers perfect livability for any family. 4 BR.,2/
2
1
baths,study,family room,game room,fireplace
with heatalator make this an opportunity of a
lifetime. Call for details.

Goose Neck Cattle Trailer ( 18 foot) (2 axles);
Bear Cat Grinder-Mixer; Allis Chalmers No
Til Planter (7-18" rows) (Fertilizer atfichment); Anhydrons Applicator (5 Tine
!Pull type (200 gallon; John Deere 100 Olio'
Plow (3 Bar)(12 tine)(3 point); Variator Hay
Rake; John Deere-TWA Wheel Disc (11 foot);
Fox 14 Foot Silage Wagon; Burch 4 Row
Cultivator (Spring Shank); International
Chile Plow (11 tia_ej_ (3 point)
,
•
Wheels).

40410
,

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

John Deere 5 Bottom Breaking Plow (semi-Mount). John Deere_ _BW
Wing Disc (21 Foot); 2 International 370 Wheel Disc (13 foot); Ma
); International 564-Row
Line Wheel Disc (8 foot) (Sealed
openers) 12 years old);
Planter (Fertilizer attachment)(double
John Deere HG 40 Cultivator (Spring Shank); Ford Chisel Plow (11
linel(3bar)(Gauge Wheels)(3 point); John Deere AW Wheel Disc(8
ft.,; John Deere AW Wheel Disc (10 foot); Intenuakessi 37A Wheel
Disc(10 foot ; International 4 Row Cultivator +Seabrook') ata Ted
Bar (Spring Shank ), Ford 140 Breaking Plow (4-16")(Spring trip);
Ford 116 Breaking Plow (4-14" (Spring Trip); Massey-Ferguson 12
Breaking Plow (4-14") (Spring Trip;; 2 John Deere AW Wheel Disc
(13foot I; Oliver Wing Disc (18flootl; Woods Rotary Cutter(10toot),

"THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH"
.111erree Ibrembire 753-1277
enrbere-imin 753-4136,
Mire
57-4034
Reuben Meede 751.111135
I. B. Meek 753-23/6
Nemer=353-7514

Bill Rayburn George Gallagher
Sales Associate Sales Associate
-

International Truck ( with mounted,P.T.O.
Cobv Manure Weeder); 1171 biterhational
1700 Series Truck (Grain Bed and Hoist( (2axle); 1172 Internatioruu loaf senes
Grain Bed and New Hoist) t 2-speed
alley(new fires); 1988 ralleirord Midwest
Grain Bed indigent)tlopeed axle)

=

•,_
'

cOMS11111
Sharp)

COZY BUNGALOW

John Item 4400 Combine- Flit ilres

Just listed this extremely neat and attractive 2
bedroom brick home in Lynn Grove. Recently
redecorated home on large lot and located only 6
miles from Murray. Priced to sell fast, under
820.000. ,

All this equipment has been shedded and wet maintained: Him
are in the market for some good clean equipment then don't rags this
regardless of weather.
sale SeP on.there'

Come

AUCTIONEER:James R. Cash
Rhone .502-62.3-14:Sho
, Fancy For,,.. Ky. Ltosme

ii

I.

wow.. •nor

two

lovIrr,.

,

Terms!Striedytash
element must be made
day. J.foie? Unknown
buyers mum hove rash.
cashiers check or o let
ter of credit front the,
&ink. No osrepeliont!

ii 111IS SKI SO
COOK Dar PUN
PLATED
OF
P
1141UOIR.

711

Main

753-1222
f9ININOS (Alt

CAPAerlehliir

• ••••••1Iry I
roerre Morro

As we begin a New Year,the folks at Kopperud Realty wish to thank the people of Murray and
Calloway County for their cooperation and support during 1977.
Bill Kopperud, broker opened for business on January 1, 1976 with a pledge to wovide courteous and competent real estate service to the- peogge of this afea.Since _thatilay-Ovet fly
million dollars(gross sales including those sold through Multiple listing) of real'estate activity
have been handled by• our office. Our policy of putting you first has kept us first in sales volume
and number of sales during all of 1977.
As we begin our third business. year, Kopperud Realty renews its pledge rto work hard in
providing-the best'possible service to you. In 1978 and the years to conlt
a ,
-we want to be your
Realfstatefeople.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

most a no nes

•

George Gallagher 753 8179 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492 8302
dill 'tapered 753 1222
'
810 Rayburn 15t4174

-

Ellen Jones Bill Kopperud Geti Andersen Harry Patterson
Secretary
Broker
Sales Associate Sales Associate

MURRAY'S FASTEST GROWING REALTY

Ph. 753-1222 _
Phone)
-Hour
,(24

KOPPERUD
-REALT'
-

•ro•

'
4

•

Member
Multiple
Listing

-

25 ACttES wrtn several,
1977 C-85 Chevrelet dinpr'
beautiful building sites FTVEROOMSand bath in
truck. 4000 actual Miles. Hardin,
Reasonable
Ky.
and over 1300 ft. of highHoist bed complete. Call
down
Monthly
payment.
way frontage. Located
759-1103 after 5 p.m.
payments like rent. Call
withing minutes of Ky.
1-898-3301.
Lake. Priced in mid
1966 DODGE .PICKUP,
teens. Phone Kopperud
automatic. $500. Call
BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
Realty, 753-1222. We
753-9204 after 7 p. m
brick, 1/2 baths, large
provide a complete__
range of Real Estate _ kitchen-den, 3 walk in
,rirme s, wall___b2 wajj__ _ 1970 YO_FD VAN Service,
cavRt2C11.1tarniz e d. 40,000
inside,nitres;automatic shift,
centrah-getaIld
y Spann Realty
SHARP.'-glilkgraf.328.
central," etecIfig. sir"
Lf.tertifil
kamtlivom"
=conditioning.
_
1534724
garage and .double INS CHEVELLE,-- blue
Mairray, I.
901 Sycamore
concrete driveivay. 1701
with- white custom
Magnolia. $35,900. Call
striping. Power steering
753-7906. and brakes, air. Call 7530370.
FOR SALE IIY OWNER= ,
3 acre mini bath. Tiro

ALL TYPES backhoe and
'septic tank work. Field
tile
yeearlirl
s es experience.'istililed28
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.
•

CARPET CLEANING at
rusonabte 'fates.
Prompt and efficient.
%7 Carpet Care,
753C11133

JACKSON PURCHASE
;
Insulation of Murray
announces its opening
by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.

FOR YOUR septic- tank 'HAVING
TROUBLE
-Ind backhoe work
getting thomt small
needs. Also septic tank
54. Free Column
plumbing jobs done?
'cleaning. Call John
Then
call
LARGE
753-6614.
BLACK SHORT
SEPTIC TANK PUMLane. Phone 753-8669 or
haired
dog. Has. good
PING. Residential and ,• _439348.
. ;.. , .•
. ,persoriality. Ap;
cOcuntet01:.11.1.Camik.:
,...,.. ..
--... .......,..,;;;;:‘,.:-.......1...-=.1.----:;...006-A•atekt..4.-Tear.,*- V-141-- .
. RENCE SALES at Sears
-'"---, Chaln-Siw
Can-7534W. - • ,... -,
/ger ---.
. --ATI
_.
----- -MOBILE HOME AN- . . at 753-2310 for- free
.
........,...,_._ , _ FREE_- THREE month
-" - CHORS,--lliglerpinnint --7--glitimateS'for your „.7. "
''
''!..-.,
old whiteltitten. Has had
-awnings, Carports and
need's.
... Sal aneService distemper shot. Very
- roofs sealed. Call Jack , - I-,
.
-beautiful and will make
--Glover 753-1873 after S-pr---APAINTING, INTERIOR,- •-----------7-----a nice pet. Call 753-8761:
in. or weekend. . - - - exterior. Also dry wall ': •
-finishing; 10 years es---------11101
1Pair
- FOUR 4 WEEK-old:pure
- ELEeTRIC- WIRINtt ---perteate.- -Call 436-25
.
"-----y- -liredbbd dogInipii:Tree
----11101rese'46at'
_ home and industrial, air • Ralph Worley.
1334418
to good bomes. Call 753rakditi-nn t h g , and
--•• refrigeration.heating 2._13- AND J Contractors. -___
iT
Call 474-8841.
roofing, siding. • The
INSULATION BLOWN in
smallest to the moor

-

.
decorated .Pat!e_ledf,_ 1975 HONDA
,
,
•
©1971 United Feature Sindicite. Inc."''';',"------Frankliir fireplace.
- Well,
city
water
1972 LINCOLN town car. II ve-ti
ce-rnr,
t
ravailable. Fenced - for
ICJ1 IINt..1) I
r
swellent. Call.753-5532.
- • horses.Pour miles from
Murray and 4 miles Ky.
Lake. Owner will conTWO SNOW TIRES and
uo
sider travel-Ural* aa
_ --bills:L-ea
wheels. G70 x 15 tubeless
air, AM-FM rack tape
itt 753-2310 for frer WILL DO housecleaning.
'--7-doWn payment-Cat753- • deep thread. Like new.
MOVING MUST SELL,
See NEW '78 lines ridifferent styles & colon
Have references. Call
. deck. Sacrifice_$2450.00. 1972 GRAND TORibul . 1969 (.MC truck. V4, 'estimates
7450. Priced in low 20's.
$75. Call 753-3890.
, •
CASH SALES.BRING YOUR TRUCKS& SAVEt
Sport. Power, air, good:
Call Z53-7699 after 6 p.m_
474-8834 after 6, or 474. VE!BAVEI-long tied. Good
mechanicalry. 1985 Poit3
--Ciak's-E
GUTTRING BY Sears..
2395 days.
f‘.
Nei,
;Mee
back'
Hi %Agit%
rubber
• --ptckup. -Good- .work
753.551.
--- f
continuous guttere
your
_
.
..,
.
..
.
ew
Short
--N
Sh
ag
-474-2757.
-truck.
Call
rubber
ROOF-.
back
-... AVM
and
_goUNGBLOOD'S
Bought
- - door Sedan.
ING. Commercial and _ _Nen Saxony Short Shag Jute bacit..61116
specifications.
nstaileti
r
.
Call
- driven locally. Good
1974 CHEVROLET kt ton
residential. General
. New Heavy
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
motor, body and tires.
Saxony Short
4:4, power steering,
1,974
CHEVROLET - for free estimates• • - .. carpentry. 10 years Cain's 76 Service.
power rakes and air.
--experience. Call 759-1524 CAPRICE. One owner-.
•
J •
Other New styles& colors
'
---ENIIED. ..K.LF,..c..- _after 5 p.m
Excellent condition. Call
1977 "IP- CI 7 P"-e•-e:,
------. ----$4641i-SUCIL50,OA,NJ* ;
power
1974 PLYMOUTH Gold
741.6648.
TRICiaig-and gas-in-brak '
lIke pew. One all
Duster. Power brakes,
-11Ft.RubberBack
...
will -,tie
....
stallation
steering, -air " coudition.
- Commercial Tweed ...-......** 01-111-isq. yd.:piusnbirig, heating' and
base,
er
te
iong
turiiiwheei "
1972 CUTLASS, air - a
condition, power brakes,
5
sewer cleaning. Call7W
.
SW VICIAL
it. gem- gile-itimovr-757-i.°I
"
E` P
good engine. $500. Call 7
f-whileltriasts)753-2217 or 7531066_
12ft_ printed kitchen
$3-00 .
GENERAL UOM-E--.
Ky. isie and Five Acres ,
1968 FORD GALAXIE„...,remodeling. • _ framing
12 ft. commercial tweed
38 wend portable po.wer1974 DODGE VM45-7V-4 1965 FORD two Lou
_
true'.- ,a u torn a tic, power-house &ern the work
Now is the time to look at this 3 bedroom,2 bath
Rubber Back
$1.99 sq:34.
aluminum siding -and
automatic, custornized.
Midwest bed. 920 tires. -steering, 302 V-8!ROW
home that was,built in 1971. It is almost new 9n •
IFTECTIVEIYGETIN ON 771E SAVINGS/
• gutters. Ca 1-354-8951
•
Can be. seen Murray ,
Sharp. Fred. or Cali
cleans, rinses and yacuurn
inside. Has only beat lived in on w_eeketAda*tile
Good ga-s mileage., .
1.3624895.
.
12 ft.Gram outdoor carpet, many colors
Sand Co., before4- p.m.
out
deep
down
dirt
mul-_
Wh4liT, cuba,--eirl'- Ashley wool stove_
.- enjoying Ky. Lake
_
rime ID 114ffit,le SWeeP .
or by calling 437-4588
382-2371.
without jacket. Call 43$after 5.
KONOMKALLYcleans the way
profeasionalado-at
1970 LE MANS, sharp.
51. Serv,ces Offered
a fraction of the coat
_Call_ 7534672.
YOU SAVE UP TO
DO YOU need stum
$25.00 PER ROOM)
--icramtcuzr-z-aigt; TeninvettflesnYouryardS
_
automatic, vinyl top; _or land cleared of
Conipany Inc. Air con;
ItamperWe can removeises. 1972- V W.
_dition sales and -setj_squareback, automatic
stumps up to 24"
Pete Woldrop-753-5646 r•--- AWaldrop,Broker
-vice. Modern- sheet
489.2595. ______fleneath ground. Lea
tat
.8 milesSouth of Murray,Ky.
department_
_ Marsha Horror:753-0765 .
• only sawdust and chipe.
- topper. Excellent
Larry
On Hwy.641
Wisehart,
.
Call
for
free
estimate._
condition. Like new. One 1973 /
3
4 TON Heavy duty
IrOusiness Vrice /956
401110 to 5,6 days
President. Phone 753-Phone 901-4901723
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
owner. $2895.00. Ca_11_5P
Dodge Club cab. -Call
DEALERS A MIK INVITED Free thettirerfs i coffee
9290.
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
2595.
753-7370 or 753-0129.

REDUCED TO SELL

l-sa-o

e Contractors Welcoipe

Insulation Always In Stock
1 Free Estimates
ir TVA APPROVED /
Fight High Energy Bills

Jackson Purchas
A

tion o

nderstin_159- 1820

Residential and1:0-mmerclai

•

•
.1•11111

•

•
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Funerald

Mrs. Waldrup Dies

". Today AthospitaL

nmts,Eliersaiw

Laiwary 5, 1978

k

•

State-Department Of Education
Sidesteps On Tough-n[9kb

-

%xi(-Market
:t;e03d.1=
Miles by M.Simon Co of

First KET Broadcasts
:34 ,47444-_. To Cover Legisiatfre'
4
mm. Mee Sessions
Murrain's

felle`ez"i•-•-

rc

American Monk;
Ashland OU
•
AT&T
u
i
mt
Dy
"
per
alio* all certified school
aiart won
egeamte- croudricn
winberselintep-beoneligtihbele fdoerlm

3% 4-16

-

•

-Ate •
.01% -16
49% +46
31946 +46

FRANKFORT Ky
KY. OaFia - _athletics in .Kentucky.
Mrs. Columbus (Dee The state Department af Edu- _
The proposal states that it is
Murray
of
Waldrup
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- what the audience is seeing half-hour summary' of day's
Bogard)
to establish a
-,desirable
in
sidetracked
been
has
:caticin
necessary, events at 7:30 p.m. EST Monaua°u.......!a-fa-a— •ss• *-16- Total coverage of the 1978 and, where
Route Tju-ee died this Morning ..effarts to
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